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I dedicate this two-year story about my military history to 

this man. He was our Bravo Company C.O., Captain Neville 

Colburn. He was a true Polynesian Hawaiian from his birth 

forward. He is now deceased after our Nam tour of duty. He 

perished in a California Auto Crash before I googled his 

whereabouts.      

 I took this Pic of Cpt. Colburn after our rope 

repelling   across the pond. He was serenading 

us with his Hawaiian guitar and song.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

 Bill Bodine gave me this pic of Capt. 

Colburn when he paid Bills Capt. 

Powers a chopper visit and it was also 

before Cpt. Powers untimely battle 

death on 5/26/1967. I was an eye 

witness to his death and he received a 

well-placed bullet from an NVA sniper 

that was to his forehead then this 

bullet evidently triggered their 

ambush. He was marked as a target, 

when he pulled out his map to check 

their location in order to cut off our 

snake’s head as they were trained to 

do.    I am sure that all of the “C” 

company boys had the same feelings 

toward their Capt. as we did with ours. 

They both were in charge of us from 

Day 1 in Fort Lewis! 

lewis.    
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Psalm 68:19-23 The Message (MSG) Translation:  

Blessed be the Lord — day after day he carries us along. 

He’s our Savior, our God, oh yes! He’s God-for-us, he’s God-

who-saves-us. Lord GOD knows all death’s ins and outs. 

What’s more, he made heads roll, split the skulls of the 

enemy as he marched out of heaven, saying, “I tied up the 

Dragon in knots, put a muzzle on the Deep Blue Sea.” You 

can wade through your enemies’ blood, and your dog’s taste 

of your enemies from your boots. 
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My First Life In Its Beginning……     

My life #1 came at my birth 8/5/1946. My parents rented 2 different 

homes in my infant years up through when I was Approx. 5 years of 

age. In the meantime, My dad worked for the Kingsport Glass 

producing plant up until the early 50’s. He was in the process of 

building our first and only four room home with the help of his brother-

in-law Fred McNew. They both completed their building project in the 

latter part of 1951. It was time for me to start my schooling. Dad had 

almost completed his home building and instead of stating my 

schooling in Gate City, Va., which we lived in their zone.  

Moma, If You Thought I Was A Beautiful Baby, You Should See Me Now! Ha..Ha.. 
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So to overcome our Scott County Schools policy in their districting 

policy, because we would soon be moving into our new home in the 

Manville district when we presently lived in the Gate City School 

District, my mom worked out a deal with John Smith, one of our two 

Manville/Gate City School bus drivers. John only lived about a ¼ mile 

above our rental home. The deal was that mom would have me ready 

Pictured: L to R…Harland (My Brother) Charlie (My Dad) and Me in 

approx. 1951 when I was 5 and began my schooling. It was our 

2nd rental home also. 
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for his first pickup to transport me with him to Manville. What a long 

bus ride I had to make with John to Manville Elementary School as he 

picked me up along with all of his scheduled kids that attended both 

the Manville Elementary and the kids that attended the Gate City High 

School on his entire Copper Creek run of his jurisdiction and then I 

was John’s last stop. I remember so vividly snuggling into an empty 

school bus seat and falling asleep after John would normally stop at 

the tiny Williams country store and buy us a Pepsi Soda Dope and a 

Moon Pie at his last kid drop-off.  

My mother had to board our school bus and carry me over to our rental 

home on about every day and after the end of the trip after John had to 

stop his bus in the middle of the Manville road for my retrieval by 

mother.  

Then we moved into our new home down in the Copper Ridge hollow 

which was close to a ½ mile from the main road with my Aunt Hulda 

(Hud) Ervin Williams that was my 1st and 2nd grades teacher also. Hulda 

lived next door to us down in the Hollow and she was also my Dads 

older SIster. I had always known her as aunt Hud up until this time. 

Then when I began my schooling, she insisted that all of her little eight 

1st graders and likewise her 2nd grade students about the same number 

also to address her as Mrs. Williams. You know how complicated it 

was for me being a 5-year-old to address her as Mrs. Williams in school 

and then change to plain ole Hud once we arrived at our homes!     

Then soon afterwards my dad’s work force went on strike in 1955 

when they didn’t have a closed union workshop status. He lost his job, 

which his starting pay was a measly 25 cents per hour in 1946. He was 

so proud of his first pay check for 2 weeks’ pay, clearing $20.00 after 

taxes that he carried his first check stub in his billfold until his 

passing at 88 years old in 2008. Due to their Union status he lost his 

job as a Glass Packer to the so called “Scabs” when they took their 

jobs. You a talking all the problems in the families and kinfolk and 

friends in their situations. There were Dynamiting of the incoming 

Railroads and such. We lived on the so called “Union Wages” until they  
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ran out. If it hadn’t been for our closest family members we would 

have lived in Poverty or from otherwise starvation to put it mildly. 

I will have to say that my dad really loved all of his customers and also 

loved his mechanical skills! All of the smaller kids loved to play with 

his shiny tire gauge and his pens in his left front J.C. Penney’s 

coveralls pockets on most every time that he would hold them in his 

arms. I recommended to my sister upon his death that we should dress 

him in his trademark coveralls with his cap cocked a little sideways 

the way that he always did. My sister took my recommendations all 

except his cap. She instead had one of his caps placed beside his 

white as snow full hair as we knew him at his death in the Nursing 

Home! He was 88 years old at his death in 2008 and you can only 

imagine all of the compliments we received at his passing. He  

Then afterwards when I was a middle teenager my dad built his own Grocery, Service 

Station, Garage combination after working as a self-made auto mechanic in a Gate City, 

Va. Gulf Service Station and Auto Tire Recapping Service for an extremely good friend. 

Then afterwards he built this Grocery, Gas Station, Automotive Garage combination along 

with his neighbors and friends assistance. He built it on the Manville Road on his own 

property above our homeplace. 
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was also a CHRISTain man and we both attended the same church 

that was established in 1884 by my dad’s grandfather Robert Penley. 

Robert was also a civil war veteran! 

My High School Graduation…… 

Now step forward to 1964. I graduated from Gate City High School in 

1964. I was just 17 at my graduation and I had to work for 50 cents 

hourly Farm Wages until August when I turned 18. I had always 

dreamed of working for Eastman Chemical Company. They were also 

nonunion and ECC paid above the union wage scales thanks to George 

Eastman. I applied for their workforce soon after my August 5th birth 

date. I got a most favorable job interview! If it hadn’t been for my 1A 

military draft classification. I most likely would have been hired off the 

bat but instead I had to make almost weekly trips to ECC for job 

interviews.  

Then on 2/2/1965, Bob Eans, the ECC personnel man finally decided to 

hire me for my job trying dedication. After all, the Nam War was really 

ramping upward to 10,000 boys drafted per month by the time I 

received my draft notice in approx. November of 1965 only a mere 10 

months after my hiring date for my job for ECC! 

 This is a pic of me with my High School Graduation Attire and my 10-year younger 

sister. Every man should have been as well blessed as I was to have a younger 

sister that thought the Sun both aroused and also set in me to put it literally. 
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Used because I saw the writing on my wall and the U.S. Army in my 

near future. I had no desire to burden my parents with a debt of $3675 

for a new 1965 Chevy Chevelle. My starting pay in Eastman Chemical 

Company was $1.57 per hour in 1965 plus it sure did beat farm wages 

by a buck and 7 cents per hour. I repaid my loan debt of approx. $850 

in the beginning on this pictured automobile and used at that when I 

could afford only 2 aluminum Mag Style Wheels, on my first auto a 

1962 model Chevrolet Impala SS Convertible! 

I knew that it was only a matter of time until I received my military 

draft greetings from Uncle Sam’s Army and they came prior to my 

enlistment date of 12/2/1965. It was only a mere 10 months after my 

hired date in ECC which was 2/2/1965. I was a Wage Bracket #4 when I 

left my ECC Company for the military on approx. 11/30/1965.  

 

 

 

 

 

I then purchased my first used automobile, a 1962 Chevrolet Impala 
Super Sport Convertible. w/ 327CID Engine producing 300 HP 
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My Induction into the U.S. Army…… 

My reality concerning date and time came nearly to a standstill during 

my 2-year military career. I have to approximate them both. After my 

H.S. I was drafted into the U.S. Army on 12/2/1965 in Roanoke, VA 

when I was 19 years and 4 months of age. There were four boys from 

Lee County on a bus headed for Roanoke, VA when they stopped to 

pick up four more boys in Gate City, Va. The four from Scott County 

were complete strangers to each other as well as the four from Lee 

County. We didn’t know it then that we would be together for the next 

2 years in the same Military Unit. The four Scott County boys were 

Benny Beaver, David Culbertson, LeRoy (Spanky) and myself.  The four 

Lee County boys were Robert (Red) Johnson, Billy Kimberlin, Billy 

Parsons any Wyatt                          

Then after our Roanoke arrival they checked us for any changes in our 

health since our original health exam with them. Then we had to take 

a military oath. Then after that at night fall all 8 of us boarded a 

Boeing 707 Jet Line, I along with Benny Beaver, David Culbertson and 

LeRoy Shaffer left the induction center on our next leg of our trip. All 

eight of us were complete strangers to each other.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Now remember we were eight Scott/Lee County , VA boys that had never flown 

before in 1965 and what a surprise. The Army foot the bill for all eight of us to fly 

aboard a Boeing 727 Airliner from Roanoke, VA to Columbia, South Carolina. This 

was a state-of-the-art aircraft with 3 jet engines mounted on its tail section of the 

plane.  
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Our Week Experience at Fort Jackson, S.C. Reception Center…………. 

Once we landed in Columbia, the Army had to escort us from 

Columbia, S.C. to Ft. Jackson, S.C. via a military bus. By then it was 

dark on our arrival at Ft. Jackson. Then when we got off of the bus, a 

Drill Instructor Sargent gave us his welcome speech. It consisted of 

his welcome and then his orders. I do remember one particular order 

that he addressed us with, do y’all have any knives or other Counter 

band on your person? Then Spanky, LeRoy had to relinquish his pocket 

knife after when he made a brag that no man alive can take his pocket 

knife from his hands except his cold dead hands! Then we were 

ordered to hold our arms forward while their Spec 4’s piled on our 

bedding into our arms of two military wool blankets, two sheets and 1 

one pillow for our Squad sized tent in early December no less  Then 

after one night trying to sleep in an army squad size tent with a 

kerosene smug pot stove that when its exhaust got stopped up from 

its soot in its exhaust pipe plus from the lip lashing from the D.I. during 

our first night in the Army, we got a sad taste of the U.S. Army. Then 

the second night I got placed on a fire watch patrol all night in case of 

a tent fire. Then on the 3rd night, I got placed on a Kitchen Police (KP) 

in  charge of washing all of our cooks Pots and Pans plus being warned 

in 1” of my life that If I let their desert pudding stick to the sides of 

their huge pot stirring it with a boat paddle. Then on the 4th night I 

finally got to sleep as comfortable as possible in a tent in December, 

after our processing into the Army. Then on our 5th day they issued our 

Army clothing for us and after a long day with my skinned ankles from 

the Army Low Quarters shoes, on our 6th day we finally completed our 

processing and we made it to our final roll call in Ft. Jackson, S.C. in 

the late afternoon. That’s when they bellowed out to us our next duty 

station. Then all four of us Scott Countians plus all of our Southern 

Boys received our final designation, Ft. Lewis, Washington. We thought 

they meant D.C. and we jumped for joy. Only 6 to 8hrs. drive from our 

home. But no, they meant, Fort Lewis, Washington State and it was a 

3,000-mile trip via a crow’s flight. 
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Our Trip to Ft. Lewis, WA 

Then early in the morning on our 7th day in Ft. Jackson, S.C. we were 

loaded on to an old Army bus to our next designation, the Columbia 

Airport. The Army had contracted an old 4 prop engines commercial 

airplane.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Then we boarded the old jalopy airplane for a 3,000 mile one refueling  

stop flight to Ft. Lewis, WA. 

Everything went as planned for our 2 meals in flight. Then abt. 4pm as 

the pilot had to throttle up his 4 engines to clear the hump (Rocky 

Mountains High), we noticed the pilot when he had to feather (stop) 

one of his engines due to a mechanical failure due to a fire coming 

from one of its four engine. We noticed that he was like losing altitude 

with his plane but instead he was approaching the peak of the Rocky 

Mountains high. I’m not a swearing man but if I were, I could have 

seen a small Red Squirrel gnawing on a pine cone in the small scrubby 

pine trees as we crossed the hump. If I’m lying, I’m dying so help me.  

Then the pilot got on his horn after he cleared the hump and explained 

to all of us his dilemma for his plane. He said that he had to feather 

one of his engines because of a mechanical failure and that he most 

assured us that we would make it to our final designation to McCord 

Air Force Airport as planned. He also told us that other than delaying 

our landing time, that there was no problem with flying with only 3 

engines!  
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Our Arrival At McCord Air Force Base Near Ft. Lewis. WA…………. 

We landed abt. dark at McCord Air Force Base next door to Ft. Lewis, 

WA.  We had an Army bus waiting on us at the Air Force base to 

transport us over to Ft. Lewis, WA.                 

Upon our arrival at Fort Lewis the bus took us to our new home army 

barracks…… 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

My first thought when I saw our new home that I was having an out of 

my body experience for its beauty since our military beginnings in a 

tent in Ft. Jackson, S.C. I also thought that it was our temporary home 

just for 2 months or until after our Basic Combat Training. Our 

barracks, place and its surroundings, scenery was immaculate to say 

the least! There was no comparison between Ft. Jackson and their 

squad sized tent city. Little did we know that the U.S. Army had other 

plans in store for us. The 4th Infantry Division was inactivated after the 

Korean War and the Army had plans unknown to us to reactivate the 

4th Division for their future plans if needed to fight for our country in 

Vietnam! Our base was also located in less than 50 miles of both 

Seattle, STAC civilian airport as well as the resort of Mt. Rainier and 

Tacoma, Wa. I still maintain to this very day this place was a close 

second place to my present home in S/W Virginia for a place to live in 

if it wasn’t so far away, 3000 miles by the crow flight. Our Bravo were 

heavily made up with east coast boys and we lived the fatherliest 
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away. Our “Charlie” Company boys were the closest and were mostly 

from Alaska and the West Coast region. Our “Alpha” company were 

heavily made up from our middle Section of the U.S.           

The date was approx. in early December of 1965. Our physical Basic 

Combat Training (BCT) didn’t actually start until after the CHRISTmas 

Holiday. Until then we were trained by our Cadre instructions on how 

to make up our bunks store our clothing in both our wall locker and our 

foot locker. I will not go into details with the Army way in strictly 

details, only they were strictly uniformity right down to our socks, 

drawers, fatigues and Dress Greens and even our Headgear.  

Then they allowed all of us to go to our natural homes on a 1 week 

leave. It would also count towards our 2 weeks of leave annual 

eligibility. That was fine if your home was on the West Coast! All of us 

East Coast boys decided to stay and rather have our 2 weeks together 

after our Advanced Individual Training (AIT). I must say as when a lady 

and new born baby have a bonding time and also with us and our 

military Cadre. We never had Drill Instructors (DIs) so I’m not sure of 

the bonding effects with the Di’s Vs our plain ole Cadre. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 To show you that there were 2 sides 

of every coin in Nam. True we were 

killers as depicted by our Media and 

the opposite side we were also 

Humanitarians in this photo!     

 This photo was 50+ years after our Nam War! 

Our Ivy Dragoons now Men were invited by our 

NVA counter parts to join them in our 50th 

Anniversary battle for FSB 14! This is their own 

Viet Nam Wall of Names w/ our Ivy Dragoons!  
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Our Basic Combat Training Begins…….. 

Then after CHRISTmas week break we began our 8 weeks of BCT 

Training (Basic Combat Training in the farthest N/W state in the U.S. 

which you would think 3 to 5 feet of snow accumulation in the latter 

part of December. Not so, we only saw one skiff of snow during the 

complete winter of 1965! I still remember also that our Chow Hall was 

permanently attacked to our barracks and to the rear. Before every 

meal for our 8 weeks of BCT training we had to hand walk a set of 10 

to 12 non stationary hand bars before we were allowed to enter our 

mess hall. Then we had to announce to the peak of our voice our 

Name, Rank and our Service Number. One of our Cadre would then 

check off our name on his form!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           

 

Instead of snow, we had Monsoonal Rains! This caused another 

problem because we had to wear our wet weather gear including our 5 

Buckle Artic rubber boots over our combat boots every day! This sure 

any fun when we had run with them on!    

This Photo is of our one and only snow on Ft. Lewis, WA in The Winter of 1965. 
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How Ironic it was because we could view this volcanic Mount Rainier 

on every 24/7 days of the year from our 2nd floor Army Barracks 

windows! Same mountain and same snow-covered terrain every day 
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Then after our BCT training came our AIT (Advanced Individual 

Training) …… 

 This training length was 8 weeks and covered the months on March 

and April. This was the most training that all of the Infantry 

Replacements normally received before they were shipped out to RVN!  

This training pertained to each individual MOS or Military job Specialty 

.eg 11B10 Rifleman, Truck Driver or Medical training.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This photo was taken in approx. April of 1966 after our AIT Training 

was completed. I was ready for our first 15 day leave to go home to 

Gate City, VA. I was sporting my Combat TV Series Kerby and his 

Browning Automatic Rifle (BAR). I was also sporting my new Summer 

Green Military Dress uniform plus my new blue cord around my right 

shoulder that signified my Infantry affiliations. It also signified my E2 

promotion but still no stripe until our E3 or Private 1st Class promotion 

with only a shoulder patch of 4 Ivy Leaves that signified that we were 

in the 4Th Infantry Division    

If you will, feast your eyes on our barracks floor tiles. We could very 

well have eaten from our freshly waxed and buffed shiny floors! 
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Then next came our BUT (Basic Unit Training) ……  

This training consisted of our complete battalion. After our AIT 

training was complete and 15 days leave then our following 4 weeks 

training of Basis Unit Training (BUT) began. In this 4 weeks training 

basically was our training as a Battalion unit size which consisted of 

Alpha, Bravo, Charlie and Headquarters companies or short A, B, C, 

and Hqt Companies.  

One thing I remember about this training was our confidence in 

ourselves training. We were transported via our military buses down to 

a Boy Scouts Camp in Portland Oregon for a two day weekend training 

exercise for one of our training exercise in Confidence training. It 

consisted of us having to repel ourselves across a body of water on a 

single rope technique. 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      

  

 

 

 

This was us repelling one at a time across the body of water and also 

of us that didn’t make it and fell into the drink and rescue boat.   
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I still remember our Company C.O. Captain Neville Coeburn allowing all 

of us that wanted to attend Church on Sunday. After we enjoyed the 

Civilian Church so much the Church folk decided to temporarily adopt 

one each of us to join them in Lunch afterwards. We accepted their 

generous offer if they would only ask our Capt. Colburn for his 

blessings. Then our Capt. Colburn gave us the OK and we then had 

lunch with them. 

          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This photo was of our late Capt. Colburn 

serenading us with his Hawaiian Guitar. He 

was a true Polynesian Hawaiian. I know for a 

fact that many of our lives are owed to him 

in Nam. He died in an Automobile wreck 

after Nam. 

This pic is of the family kids that 

adopted me for a day after their 

Church Service in 1966. This family 

became great pen pals to me for the 

remainder of my Ft. Lewis time!                                                         
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Our Next Training after BUT was Advanced Unit Training or (AUT) 

This 4 week training consisted of our training as a three Battalion, 

brigades type of training. All that I can remember is that we were 

bused via military buses up to near the Canadian border area in a 

place called the Yakima Indian Reservation Desert. It was a one-day 

training course It was more like the WWII desert training during 

Germany’s General Rommel’s time in the Egyptian Desert and “The 

RAT Patrol” TV series. Our aggressors were in Jeeps against us 

ground Infantry troops! 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It was on an Indian reservation and it was also our M-48 tanks 

shooting range. I sure wished that I had a newfangled 35mm camera 

w/ a tele-photo long Lens Camera instead of my compact Kodak 104 

Instamatic film cartridge camera for this pic. If ya look ever so closely, 

you can see part of us going up the distant hill in single file column.      

 

 

 

 

 

         This is my only photo from our Yakima  Desert training that I still have! 
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Then our last training Begins…… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Now the date was approx. early 

August of 1966. We could see to our future or our writing on the wall. 

The Army took up our M14 rifles and replaced them with the new M16 

weapons. Then after our qualification shooting with our new rifles then 

came our Vietnam type of training. Our Engineers had built for us 

Vietnamese type Villages with grass thatched Hooch's.  

Our final training was getting us ready for our near future Battles in 

Vietnam. It meant our M16 familiarization and Qualification.  

Then we were trained in the proper ways of mounting and unmounting 

our Hueys main transportation in Vietnam! This training was great help 

in the hindsight for it was useful especially when we hit a Hot Landing 

Zone in the first few choppers without being cleared by infantrymen 

and waiting NVAs.  

 

 

 

 

 

     Our M16 Qualification Range                       Our Huey Chopper Training                 
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Our Receiving Our Orders To Ship Out To The RVN……  

Then our official orders came down to us to ship out to the Republic of 

South Vietnam. We had only approx. 30 days before our U.S. Departure.  

Then the first 15 days of our count down time beginning on approx. 

8/15/1966 approx. ½ of all of our ivy Dragoons (approx. 240) went on  

their 15 day Combat Leave while our second Half had to begin all of 

our packing up into our huge metal Conex shipping containers for our 

Vietnam Voyage Journey, then if our military plans were to work out 

when our first half’s leave ended then our second half could go home 

on our Combat Leave and our 1st half would complete our packing. 

Then by the time our first half had arrived at their homes then the 

worst thing that could happen to mess up our military time table 

…..Happened. The airlines across the U.S.A. went on strike thus the 

military WHEELS FELL OFF. A majority of our first half were AWOL 

(Absent With Out Leave) or late to arrive back to Fort Lewis. Can you 

imagine being 3300 miles from home and going home with all of the 

airlines on strike across the U.S. Our 2nd half were faced with the 

dilemma of riding by rail, bus, our thumbs or CABS. Our small group of 

East Coast Soldiers and I decided on the Avenue of Military Airplanes 

HOPS and we called our McCord Air Force Base and asked them if they 

had anything flying into the east direction.  

They replied no but they did have a scheduled flight going to the south 

to Travis Airforce base in California and that it would be very well 

possible to go there in better hopes of getting a eastern flight. We took 

them up on their deal on an old C47 2 prop airplane to California.  

Then when we got to Travis, near San Francisco, they had a slow boat 

to China Air Force C-124 Cargo 4 props plane scheduled to fly to Ft. 

Worth Texas the next morning.  

You see our military pay was only 76 dollars per month in 1966. We 

decided on going to an all-night movie theater in San Francisco no less 

to save a few bucks on our trip home!  
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You talking about a sleepiness night because we had to stand guard 

duty throughout the night over each other because of the propositions 

from all of the Queer men in the theater. I will have to mark that night 

up as the second only to most nights in Vietnam when we had to sleep 

for 2 hours then 2 hours standing guard over our foxhole buddies in 

order for us to prevent from getting our necks slit all throughout the 

nights by our NVA perimeter probers!  

Then after a lousy night and a rinky dink breakfast and a taxi ride to 

Travis we were ready for our slow boat to China free military HOP on 

one of their C124 Cargo planes. It’s design and it’s small prop engines, 

it probably was not designed to even get off of the ground in flight, I’m 

just asking for a friend!  

I am not kidding you when I say this about this Airplane. It took it 

close to 60 minutes to reach its cruising altitude and for its pilots to 

throttle back their 4 prop engines and another approx. 7 hours to 

reach its final destination of Ft. Worth, TX.  

It was also the most uncomfortable plane ride with its strap seats and 

was by far the hottest plane ride I ever had w/ no air conditioners.  

Then when we arrived at the Ft. Worth Air Force Base, we discovered 

that most of the East Coast Airlines weren’t on strike. After a short 

Taxi ride to the Ft. Worth, Texas airport we finally made our flight 

connections to each of our home town after 2 days and nights of a 

normal 7 to 8 hour flight to our home, we made it and we only got 12 

days of our total 15 day leave at our homes. Our 1st half actually 

received their full days in their homes and were AWOL that bit into our 

second half’s total 15 day leave time While we on combat leave all of 

the airlines reached an agreement in their strike at our expense in 

time. This was the last time that 121 of our Ivy Dragoons ever saw 

their parents in this world!   
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This is a file pic of the same Air Force C-124 that we hoped on for our 

Combat Leave 

All Packed Up Ready For Our Convoy & 

Voyage 
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All Packed Up Ready For Our Convoy & Voyage…. 

My entire 1st brigade and all of our equipment were ready for our 

Voyage on the date that had been set for us to board the giant troop 

and cargo ship in mid-September of 1966. Then before we left in a 

huge convoy, we received an order to “Stand Down” after they had a 

mechanical delay for approx. a week in one of the ship’s main boilers!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Reason for my Missing Our Boat Ride To Nam…… 

The Army put us through more bayonet rifle training due to our delay. 

Our bayonet training consisted of us running towards a human dummy 

then stabbing it with your Rifle fixed Bayonet then retrieving your 

Bayonet and then pivoting either on your left foot if you are a right 

handed shooter or your right foot  if you are a lefty rifle shooter then 

followed by a Rifle Butt upper stroke to complete your kill. In all 

aspects on my life I am normally right-handed. I suppose I am equally 

right /left handed in my arms strength in both of my arms    

This pic is of our 1st Brigade 4th I.D. Boat Ride to Nam  
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I’m a natural Lefty shooter even with a 80lb. pulled hunting Bow. 

That’s when my right knee ligament injury occurred on my rifle butt 

stroke. You see the mass majority of rifle shooters are righthanded 

with their foot pivot being on their left in this particular exercise. Over 

time and w/o the proper ground maintenance the pivot foot grove was 

more for left foot than for my right foot. I made the right foot pivot but 

I instead pivoted on my right knee thus ripping multiple knee 

ligaments!  

My knee injury required me to be hospitalized in Madigan General 

hospital in Tacoma, WA. The Docs decided not to perform knee surgery 

on my knee. Instead they decided to put my leg into a full-length 

cylindrical leg cast for approx. 3 to 4 weeks and complete bed rest.  

After they first examined my knee, they told me that my ligament 

would most likely grow back when embolizing of my knee. They also 

told me that my knee would require 2 two 3 different blood aspirations 

from my torn ligaments in my knee joint itself before they could put 

the cast on. The three different knee Aspirations certainly were no fun 

because they used an x-large needle connected to threading it onto a 

rather large metal cannister that used the same action as my insulin 

syringes do when I draw my Insulin from my vials of Insulin. When the 

apparatus ended its stroke each time, they would they would unscrew 

it and squirt it empty of its blood contents into a container and then 

continue their sequence over again until get they couldn’t get any 

more blood from my knee!   Before each knee Aspiration they normally 

would tap on my knee cap to see if the blood was still underneath it. If 

they heard an audible bone clacking noise with each tap plus they 

would both sides of my knee for any detection of fluid against my skin 

and my knee cap seemed to be floating. Then after my 3rd aspiration of 

blood removal on my right knee the bleeding had finally stopped and 

my knee cap no longer floated above my leg bones! My Docs determine 

that my leg was ready for the cylinder cast installation to above my 

ankle.  Then after three weeks of hobbling around and using the johnie 

on a set of crutches, time came for my leg cast removal. They would 

measure the bend degree factor of my knee with an instrument 2 to 3 
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times daily at least. They had me to continue my crutches hobbling 

even more in my therapy every day. At first no bending because of its 

soreness, it was so painful at first. Day by Day I could put more weight 

on my leg with my crutch’s assistance. At first no bend at all. then day 

by day I saw improvement in my degrees of bending verified with their 

instrument had gotten almost to its full bend. Then the crutch weening 

started. Then again day by day to put more weight on it. Then finally 

came my final knee therapy. They had me to walk constantly as 

hospital mailman until I was ready to be released. I became quite a 

celebrity on my mail run. What I enjoyed the best about this therapy 

was it’s maternity ward and new mothers & their newborn babies 

when I had to deliver mail to the young ladies that had birthed their 

newborns. 

By then after my hospital release the date was approx. between 11/15 

& 11/17 in 1966 and my muscles that I had previously built up became  

flabby!   

 

My Release From The Hospital To Go To Vietnam…..  

I entered the hospital with only my one set of fatigues and I finally was 

released with the same set, of course the hospital personnel had 

cleaned them! I cleared through the military and then I was sent to 

Travis Air Force Base on my first stop to Vietnam and it was near to 

Oakland CA, the normal processing point. Then after a small amount of 

processing which I had already completed most of my out of the 

country paper work before my hospital stay. Y 

 

a see I was already packed up to board our cruise ship and therefore 

they loaded up all of my gear and clothes as they left on the ship. I had 

to wear the one set of fatigues until I caught up with my brothers in 

Nam. I was used to their hospital PJs.  

 

 

All Packed Up Ready For Our Convoy & Voyage 
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My Flight Schedule to Vietnam…… 

Then I boarded a C-141 Air Force Star lifter 4 jet engines cargo plane 

that had been converted into a troop carrier plane. The only fault I had 

with this plane was that it had no window seats nor windows either 

but it was airconditioned for its approx. 28000ft. cruising altitude. I got 

used to sitting in its backward seats! I didn’t have anything in common 

with the other troops on board other than my rank of Specialist E4 4th 

Class my circumstances in missing my motorboat ride to Nam. They 

were a bunch of younger lads with only 16 weeks of training under 

their belts where I had 9 months in the same squad, platoon and 

company. Our flight I ternary was 1st Hawaii for a refueling stop as 

planned at our Air Force Base . What happened on its take off wasn’t in 

the plans? During its takeoff simultaneously when it reached its 

A File Photo Of The Same Plane, A C-141 Air Force 

Starlifter Cargo Plane, That I Flew In From Travis Air 

Force Base In California On My Approx. 9000 Mile Trip 

To The Republic Of Vietnam Into Cam Ranh Bay That Is 

On The South China Sea!   
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ground speed to liftoff. The pilot had to throw on his brakes plus he 

had to control his braking with 4 engines each backward engine 

thrusters in order to stop the monstrous plane before he ran out of 

runway. Then he had to taxi back to his Air Force Air Terminal and 

near their hangers. Then we had to get off the plane again and wait for 

the Air Force Mechanics to remove all of Sea Gulls remains in one of 

itse 4 giant jet engines. This was the reason its pilot had to abort his 

takeoff. We had about a 4 hour delay because of the Sea Gulls!  

Then our next destination was Wake Island and where we had yet 

another Air Force Base for another refueling! Then we had to get off 

the plane for its refueling. Then in about an hour or so we re-boarded 

the plane and lifted off for our next destination which was in Manilla, 

Philippians for yet another refueling. Then our next scheduled stop 

was in our final destination which was in Cam Ranh Bay, RVN! Then 

there was another problem that nobody had any control over and it 

was timing. Because we had to lay over in Hawaii for 4 to 5 hours due 

to our sea gulls mishap problem thus it caused us to arrive in Nam 

around midnight and they absolutely would not land at our final 

destination in Nam and not take any chances on landing in the 

darkness because Nam was in a war zone w/o any control over the VC 

and their RPGs and the runway lights blackout. Therefore, they had to 

put us up for the night in an Air Force Military barracks in Manilla, 

Philippians Air Force Base! Then at daybreak we boarded the plane 

and lifted off for our final designation which was Cam Ranh Bay, RVN!              
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My Arrival in Cam Ranh Bay, RVN…… 

We had finally arrived after approx. a 9000-mile plane ride abt 10:00am 

on Approx.11/20/1966 and my 12 months tour in Nam duty started to 

count down when I set foot on solid Nam soil! 2 days of flight time to 

The RVN was way much better than 23 days on a cruise ship and 

having to steer around a typhoon in the meantime before finally 

arriving offshore near Tuy Hoa, RVN. Also, all of the Sea Sickness and   

having to be packed like sardines in its bottom belly sleeping quarters.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This was their downward story but their upward story was to their 

advantage. Their 12 months of Nam War obligation began when they 

walked up their ship’s boarding plank and they had only been in Nam 

approx. 1 month when I set foot on Nam Soil! They therefore derose’d 

in Sept, ’67 when my DEROS date was on 11/20/1967!   

 

 

 

Did I mention Sea Sickness, it sure should have made Ya a happy troop for being 

above  the two underneath Ya when Ya were suffering from Sea Sickness!?@!  
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My Arrival in the resort of the South China Sea Beach in Tuy Hoa 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After a 30-minute flight or less the plane landed on a metal corrugated 

landing strip and there was a jeep and driver to escort me to our 

Then after minor processing I alone boarded an old WWII relic of a plane , 

an Army 2 prop Caribou along with a few army supplies.  

 

 This PIC is of a small part of 1st Brigade landing on the Tuy Hoa Beach in their Higgins Boat 
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portion of the 1st Brigade Base Camp on the beach of Tuy Hoa, RVN on 

the South China Sea. 

I didn’t see anyone that I knew until I saw our Armory/Supplies 

Sargent. I renewed my introduction to him. Then he took me to our 

supply and armory tents then we began searching for my clothing. 

Them after a few minutes of rummaging he located my Duffle Bag of 

clothing then we went into the Armory next door tent and he searched 

for my M16. He asked me for its Serial # and I quoted it to him and he 

also located it. Then we carried my things to my squad tent. Then of 

course there wasn’t anyone in the tent because they had been in the 

jungles in the area of Tuy Hoa providence since their arrival in 

October. Then he had me to leave my things and my M16 on an empty 

bunk then he proceeded to issue me all of the things that I needed for 

jungle warfare .eg Ruck Sack, M16 Ammo, Hand Grenades, Pistol Belt 

and all of it’s items Poncho, Poncho Liner and all the items that I 

needed for Jungle Warfare! I still remember how much my overall 

physical shape had deuterated over the past 2 months when I first 

picked up my fully loaded Ruck Sack including my full case of 12 C-

Rations for 4 day duration and until our re-supply.  

 

 

 

 

              

 

 

 

 

 

   

This Was My First Temporary Home In Viet Nam. I had 

completed my full circle from Ft. Jackson to RVN in 

Tents.  
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The Army was so thoughtful to us, for they supplied us a sink. It was 

so small to today standards. It was our head gear of our steel pot. We 

learned to take our complete baths with less than a pint of our 

drinking water in our 3 canteens and our ½ gallon sized Lister Bag 

storage that we carried in our ruck sacks. Water was a special 

commodity especially in the dry season of summertime. We sometimes 

had to radio for 2 or 3 choppers to resupply us with 5-gallon cans of 

water especially when we were on top of a huge mountain where 

water was as scarce a Setting Hens Teeth. We were only lucky enough 

to get a COLD bath in the cold mountain streams if they hadn’t dried 

up in the dry season. We didn’t have this problem once the Monsoon 

Rainy season(winters) because there was plenty of water from the 

24:7 rain with the mountain streams running at full capacity!  

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 None of us Nam grunts had anything to do with the invention of the mobile 

homes but we sure did perfect the invention and w/o wheels. It was our home 

on our backs! We had to carry all of life’s essentials except for a kitchen sink.   
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My Re-joining My Company In Vietnam……  

Then it came time for my Company’s resupply and I hitched a ride on 

one of our resupply choppers to meet up with my company! Boy were 

they ever so glad to see me again when I arrived in the boonies. That 

was also the first time that I had no idea of where our Brigade Base 

Camp was, if I wanted to dessert. If it hadn’t been for my old Magnetic 

Compass, I would not know East from West, South and North because 

of the thick foliage. We had to maneuver  from point A to point B by our 

compasses and our Company Commander’s map for he supplied our 

lead platoon  that he used to Id our present and every so often our 

movement map coordinates He had to first know our location point 

exact was on his map then align his map to Due North and use his 

compass  also to shoot the degree asthmas to our point B. From then 

on it was the Point Mans backup man to steer him on the correct 

compass number asthmas from 0 to 360 compass degrees that our 

C.O. Capt. Colburn had calculated. Our following nights location was 

always predetermined by our Battalion C.O. Charger Lynch group in 

our Forward Fire Base. We always made a special effort to reach our 

nights location. A lot of the time we did not know whether we had 

reached our planned location or not. Regardless of whether we knew 

or not, we always had an artillery Forward Fire Observer with us and 

he would call for a one round marker round. If it made a small pop and 

 This was a scene of two of my brothers in arms trying to hide their 

nakedness before God in the Garden of Vietnam. They were taking their 

monthly bath from a pot hole of water in the Central Highlands! 
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followed by a smoke trail right overhead of us, we knew we had 

reached our designation. Then he would call our artillery that we were 

in our destination and for them to lock their artillery in place for their  

effective range of fire and would to confirm our night location. You see 

it was for our protection if our enemies had planned a hit on us thru 

the night. They would always lock their barrels at our say 100 meters 

from our perimeter. That way if we had come under an N.V.A. attack 

during the night. Our F.O. also knew the Coordinates to our 105 and all 

that  he was required to do was to call in for a fire mission then all 

that he was required to do was to tell his Artillery Battery was to Drop 

or Raise their 25 meters or so for their effectiveness!     
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#1 Life could have very well ended approx. early December of 1966……  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We were on a Search and Destroy mission for our enemy the Viet 

Cong. My unit was the 3rd platoon of Bravo Company/3rd Battalion/8th 

Infantry/4th Infantry Division! We were approaching a Vietnamese 

Village when we discovered a solitude grass hooch camouflaged by a 

Banana grove of trees. Then our platoon leader, a 2nd Lt. officer, gave 

me and DJ. David Culbertson. a command to search it. As we got to 

within 10 meters of the Hooch within a second or two a Viet Cong 

Guerrilla Forces man came charging at me from behind the Hooch. He 

was attempting to pull the string mechanism on his Chinese hand 

grenade arming device. In a split second I recognized him to be VC 

with his Hand Grenade and I also switched my M16 Safety to Rock and 

Roll and I destroyed him before he could arm his Chinese Hand 

Grenade within seconds. This was the first time that I realized Jesus 

was my protector. At the time I had been a born-again Christian for 4½ 

years and still counting! I later discovered that he had a M1 Carbine at 

the hooch’s rear. It was fully loaded and I discovered the reason to use 

his hand grenade instead of his carbine. He must have dropped it 

earlier and it’s business end, barrel must have hit first and was full of 

mud and he knew that it most likely when fired blow up in his face. 

What if he had succeeded in arming his Grenade in a split second 

before I saw him the outcome would have been totally different for me 

and my Scott County, Va. Friend David (D.J.) Culbertson from 

Nicklesville, VA. Instead of 1 KIA there most likely would have been 3 

Killed-in-Action Boys!      Thank you, Jesus!       

A Banana Tree Grove in our Tuy Hoa Vicinity 
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Me digging my 2nd Home In Pleiku, RVN in 

Dragon Mountain to be more precise. 

          A 175mm Artillery Piece In Action    

 

This Photo is of a Bad Ass C-130 Cargo Plane after its conversion to a Puff The 

Magic Dragon  Guns and Flares Ship. Can you spell “Human Fear” to NVAs and 

VCs at 2:00 am. etc. in the morning. All of their Gatlin Guns were precisely on 

target for us Infantry Ground Troopers whenever they were needed for us!                   

2222222222222222222222222222 
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 My Life #2 Could Possibly Have Ended on 5/26/1967……                                               

The NVA (North Vietnamese) Army had begun their war escalation of 

their efforts from the neutral countries of Cambodia and Laos which 

broderies with south Vietnam. Our 2nd Brigade Area of Operating was 

overly stretch of both the Cambodian border region as well as all the 

Laos border region that stretched from Plei Doch to the Dak To 

Regions in the Central Highlands as illustrated in my supporting map. 

Then our military minds decided to move my entire Brigade up to give 

our 2nd Brigade more support. Then they shifter our 2nd Brigades AO 

more northward to the Laos Border region with our 1st Brigade AO 

responsibility to be mostly the Cambodian Border region and both 

Brigades overlapped in the Cambodia/Laos Regions in the Central 

Highlands. Our present 1st Brigade AO responsibility was in the Cam 

Ranh Bay/Tuy Hoa Regions in Nam in my map Illustration when we 

received our orders to move to our new home in Pleiku named 4th I.D. 

Camp Dragon Mountain or our nickname of TIDY Mountain because our 

Camp incirciled the complete mountain and the view from our aircraft  

was of a lady lying on her back and her breasts pointing skyward! 

All of our 3 battalions front line troops were ordered to go to our near 

Metal Corrugated Airstrip to be transported VIA our C-130s Armada of 

Air Force Cargo planes up to our new location in Pleiku and joining our 

2nd Brigade present location to secure our new location. Then at the 

same time all of supports transported via our truck convoy overland 

with an extremely high escort from our air support overland. Then 

after our fighting troops arrival, we began our defenses by digging in 

our foxholes in the new Red and Dusty Dirt in the summer time and the 

Red Muddy Dirt in the Monsoonal winter time       

Our first 3rd/8th Ivy Dragoon Battalion Forward Fire Support Base was 

located in Plei Doch in our new AO. It was our southernmost region 

extreme Battalion AO then next came our 3rd/12th Battalion and next 

our 1st/8th  Battalion in the northly order.  You may not know this but 

our front line Company’s sole existence depended on our Forward Fire 

Support Base Artillery Support Battery radius of the maximum range of 

their 105mm guns. Every time that we changed our AO we had to be 
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Airlifted via Huey Choppers to secure and prepare our site by clearing 

the brush and trees from our new Forward Fire Support Base.  

 

 

 

                     

 

 

 

 

                         

 

 

Then they used their Chinooks with twin turbine 1500 H.P. engines per 

each to move all of our 105mm Artillery Guns and Ammo to our new 

FFSB site. Our 155mm and our 175mm Self Propelled and our 8” guns 

had a much longer effective firing support range and most of all they 

didn’t have to move as often plus if they did they were self-propelled! It 

was like playing leap frog.  

All infantry Brigades consisted of three different Infantry Battalions in 

their strength. My Brigades first Battle began with our 1st of the 8th 

Battalion on 5/18/1967 followed next by our 3rd of the 12th approx. 4 to 

5 days later ours that happened on the 5/26/1967. All three battles 

were known as the three Battles in May of 1967! Ours occurred in a 

place abt. ¾ of the way up on a mountain with a U.S. Military name of 

Hill 514 for Meters above the Nam Sea Level in the Plei Doch region of 

A Chinook Carrying One of Our 105mm 

Artillery Pieces to one of New Forward 

Fire Bases.                                   

This map shows our Nam Sector of II 

Corps that we did our best effort to 

protect from the NVA & VC! At the time 

we couldn’t cross the border line of the 

country of Cambodia but they sure did!             
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RVN. My Bravo Company had reached our objective the summit of this 

Hill without any altercations with our NVA enemy. Then our “C” 

company reached their objective below us in a small plateau area 

approx. 30 meters wide and approx. 200 meters below us. They were 

unaware that they were inside of an NVA ambush site when their 

company commander decided to stop his Diamond shape climb up the 

mountain to check his map to confirm that they had reached their 

night location. To initiate the ambush a tree NVA Sniper targeted our 

“C” Company CO Captain Powers.  All of a sudden, we heard one shot 

followed by a huge amount of gunfire! That’s when I suppose Capt. 

Powers RTO called for us on his PRC25 radio for our assistance!  

The mountain side was engulfed with thorn bush bramble and muddy 

from the monsoonal rains and it also had the largest virgin timbers . 

We had to traverse down the mountain to their scene. As we were 

approaching them the firing turned into a full-fledged war. We were 

dodging their tree sniper’s gunfire and at the time we thought their 

Mortar Rounds also. Then we found out much later that they were 

using their newest Russian made RPG 7 Bunker and Tank bursting 

weapons on us instead of their Mortars their new RPG 7s replaced 

their old RPG 6 weapons. They were also using a new technique for 

their use of them from up in trees and aiming at the tree trunks. When 

they hit a tree trunk, they would literally explode on impact into 

hundreds of led fragments! Then it happened, a loud explosion above 

me which I had taken refuge behind a huge virgin Eucalyptus Tree on 

our way to assist “C” company which was only less than 50 meters 

away by then. I was showered by multiple shell fragments all around. 

Then a huge piece of shell fragment hit my left index shooting finger 

and barley made a flesh wound which didn’t incapacitate me for I kept 

on advancing  towards “C” company’s position. I was firing my M16 in 

short bursts of 3 or less rounds at everything that was perpendicular 

to the tree trunks in the huge trees for NVA snipers!  It bled a lot. The 

shrapnel most likely weighted between a ½ lb. and 1 lb. because I 

noticed it half buried in wet soil near my left foot. If it had of been a 

matter of less than 4 inches I probably would not be here today. We 

finally turned our NVA battle in our favor ever so slowly. By then it was 
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is too late for “Charlie” company’s Cpt. Powers and his entire Company 

Command Post (CP) personnel ticket was punched. I was one of the 

first “Bravo” Company personnel to reach the Battle Scene. I still have 

nightmares from the carnage that I witnessed on 5/26/1967 and their 

images that will forever be burned into my brain forever more. I had 

already seen from 2 to 4 of our boys killed at various times but nothing 

to this magnitude. “C” Company lost approx. 25 men and boys that 

day. Six to seven of them were in Capt. Powers CP and the others 

were in one platoon that were in the ambush site.  

There was one boy that has always been my war hero since that day. 

His name was Richard Wilkins from Mountain Lake, WA. He carried a 

12 Gauge Pump Shotgun and he used 00 Buckshot in it when fully 

loaded it held up 6 or so Cartridges. It was Richards weapon by choice 

for its short range of effectiveness in the Nam jungles. He had as many 

as 20 to 30 empty Cartridges lying underneath his body as I saw him. 

There were anywhere between 10 to 15 dead NVAs wearing Red 

Berets within 20 meters of Richard and his shotgun. Then I noticed 

one of their dead NVA men had on a set of radio ear phone still 

attached to his RTO back Radio! Of course, his RTO was also killed by 

Richard. Then I told my Capt. Colburn what I discovered and he had me 

to use my Jim Bowie knife to cut off all of his uniform Insignias to send 

back to our Battalion Intelligent section for his I.D. and his NVA unit 

for our Battalion Commander, “Charger Lynch” to use in his “Battle 

After Action Report”. Back before there was such a thing as Internet 

nor eMail all of our brothers used to remain in contact with each other 

via Snail Mail. We organized a group called “The Ivy Dragoons”. Our 

President was a “Charlie” replacement and he lived in Diamond Bar, 

CA. He was a replacement for one of their dead boys in approx. a week 

after their battle. He was named our president of our group. Then soon 

after they started publishing a monthly News pamphlet for our 

communication and news. 
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Paul Beals submitted this article for our monthly newspaper, asking 

for anyone’s input that knew his 1st cousin Richard Wilkins. By then the 

Dial Up Internet system was invented. Paul listed his email address 

and I responded to him on his article via email. I told him that I would 

make it easy for him to read my response via a .pdf file which I had 

already. Paul lives in Fairbanks, AK. and I was the only Brother that 

responded to Paul. Paul told me Richard has two or three your younger 

brothers and he was attempting to write a paper for Richards brother 

on the exact circumstances cornering Richard and his awarded “Silver 

Star Posthumously”. 

I gave Paul a full and detailed report from my memory concerning 

Richard. Paul is also a Wounded in Action Nam vet and he understands 

my military lingo! Paul also is a college grad after Nam and is a 

Physiology Major. He works for the Alaskan state government as a 

grief counselor for all of the Alaskan Indians and Eskimos. They have 

an above average of suicides of Nam Vets than most of our lower 48 

Paul Beals Submitted This Ad to Our Monthly Ivy Dragoon News…. 
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states. In one of Paul’s eMails to me, he mentioned to me that he was 

withing 50 miles of the Arctic Circle and was using a generator as his 

power source and he was visiting one of his Eskimos tribes. He also 

said that both he and his plane pilot both together had to cover their 

plane engines cowling to knock off the Artic Air in order for it fire on 

their Fairbanks return trip!  Then our emails slowly decreased over 

time and finally stopped. Then FaceBook came along. I decided to give 

FB search a try for Paul Beals. Bingo it worked and I asked him for his 

friendship and our friendship is now renewed. I have had a passion for 

walking staffs or sticks. I have a mail ordered one from the MO Ozarks 

Hickory Staff that is for everyday use. 

Paul posted a photo of an exotic Diamond Willow Staff hand crafted in 

Alaska. It was love at first sight. I made a comment to Paul that I 

simply love his stick and I asked him how can I purchase one like it 

from its retailer via the Internet. Then he responded to me that it was 

a one and only stick that he knew of. Then he told me that he had 

crafted it from it’s harvests in the Alaskan Wilds. He went on tell me 

that he had to climb up their steep mountain peak and while doing so 

he had torn a knee ligament requiring knee surgery. He went on to say 

that it resembles both a Dragon from one side view then turn it 180 

degrees and it then resembles a Killer Whale. He said that he used the 

tip ends of their Black Tail Deer Horns and the fossilized Walrus eyes 

for their eyes. That’s my definition of “Exotic”. He went on to say that 

it has been waiting on the right person to inherit it preferable a Ivy 

Dragoon as in Dragon and I do believe I have found that person. Then 

in my Personal Message to Paul that I will refuse to supply him my 

Snail Mail Address until he puts a price on his stick. Then we finally 

reached a gentleman to gentleman price agreement with a suggestion 

from him for me to make a donation to the Unites States Purple Heart 

Foundation for his Cousin Richard Wilkins at my choosing amount. I 

made a donation in Richards Memory and I also sent Paul a money 

order to cover his postage for my walking staff. He PM’d me that it was 

made for use in WALKING. My reply was No, it was made for my 

display on my Den Trophy Wall!  
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 Exotic not only in its rarity of its wood, it comes from Alaska and its Diamond Willow. Then as Paul was 

harvesting this specimen from a steep Alaskan steep mountain side, he tore a knee ligament in the process 

requiring him to have surgery on his knee. Paul told me that he teaches his Eskimos and Indians on the art of 

woodworking. He said that he personally built this walking from its harvest to this finished product. He said 

the horn tips came from a Blacktail Deer horns shed. He said that of its both eyes, they were fossilized Walrus 

Eyes. Then he told me about its characteristics. He said that in this pic it resembles a “Killer Whale”, then turn 

it 180% and it then resembles a Dragon as in Dragoons. I would like to believe that he had his cousin Richard 

in his ever thoughts as he crafted this masterpiece! May you understand my thoughts for my “No Use?!              
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Life #3 

My life #3 could have possibly ended on 7/23/1967! Both my and our 

“C” companies had reached our night location in the late afternoon on 

7/22/1967.  The place was Plei Ya Bo, RVN known as the Ia Drang 

Valley! It was a most unusual type of terrain that we weren’t used to. 

We were used to having to cut our way via our machetes thru double 

and triple jungle foliage!  The land had been cleared by the French 

back in the approx. mid 50s into a French Rubber Sap Trees 

Plantation. Little did we know on 7/22/1967 in the late afternoon that 

our encampment was located approx. 1 Map Square or click. Each map 

square was equal to .6X.6X.6X.6 miles or 3.6 square miles total in Area 

of the entire 66th NVA Regimental Main Base Camp. Most of the time 

when we were close to a large NVA force they would often send out 

I took this pic late in the afternoon on 7/22/1967. We had completed the digging of 

our fox holes and cutting our trees for our fox holes overhead cover against any 

NVA Mortar barrage. 
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small probing groups to gather as much info on us as they could in the 

nights. We as normal would always assign four listening posts of 2 

boys each to cover each of our 90 degrees quadrants. As soon as our 

enemies were detected our posts would squeeze their Claymore Mines 

clacker each Claymore would kill everyone in each 90-degree 

quadrant. NO probes occurred on the night of 7/22/1967. My #3 life 

Could have ended the next day on 7/23/1967 around lunch time. We as 

normal were sent out on a short-range Recon Patrol in groups of 4 

different platoons with 25 to 30 boys in each platoon the next morning. 

Each platoon had to cover a 90-degree sector. The rubber trees had 

been planted approx. 15 meters from each other in no certain manner 

.eg rows. The ground cover around the rubber trees were to put it 

lightly in description was like a sea of waist high Elephant Grass and 

wasn’t too difficult to maneuver through though. It was compromised 

with all sorts of wild animal trails by large cats and wild elephants etc. 

as well as human trails.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This pic was given to me by Bill Bodine, Bill was in my sister “C” company on the 

same day and time in Nam and also the same place the French Rubber Tree 

Plantation. It was a herd of wild roaming elephants!     
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We were trained to never, I say never follow any trails whatsoever. 

Only on certain occasions for human blood trailing! And certainly not 

because it was an easier avenue to travel in the Bush! We also 

normally left our Company Command Post personal which consisted of 

our Company CO., our forward artillery observer, our company First 

Sargent and all three of their Radio or RTOs operators!   I was walking 

point for my platoon when I walked upon three NVA soldiers approx. 

300 meters from our Company Command Post. Not bragging, I thought 

that I totally surprised them. Fifty some years later I’ve learned that 

they most probably and intentionally were most likely were trail 

watchers! Once they saw Americans, they would make sure that we 

spotted them and through our confusion of friend or foes they would 

run hoping to lead our platoon into their overwhelming outnumbered 

ambush local site. I was a lefty M16 shooter which means that their 

Safety switch is located on the right side of the firearm and has a 

pistol hand grip behind their trigger mechanism. It was ideal for a left 

hand shooter with my left thumb on the off/single/auto selector switch 

and my left index finger always on my trigger. I know it sounds most 

trivial but any edge that we had in a split-second gun fight it was most 

important. I learned as a boy in Southwest Virginia especially when it 

came to firearms and shotguns that they were an extension of my arm 

and they were like pointing my index finger and it was coordinated 

with my eyes and I never took careful aim in Nam. Also I was a ruffed 

Grouse hunter before my Nam days and also after as well. I never used 

my bead on my shotgun as well.  I always preferred my M16 tracer 

rounds (prosperous coated ball ammo) over the regular (steel ball) 

ammo. I carried approx. 7 Mags of 20 each of Tracers and 16 Mags per 

20 each of the regular Ball ammo for a total of 460 rounds. Then I 

brough up my M16 and I wasted the three of them with my 12 to 15 

round burst on Automatic from approx. 40 to 50 meter away from 

them. At first I thought they were 3 NVA and then I discovered that 

one of them did not fit in with his Vietnamese Comrade looks. He 

carried a German made P-38 WWII Semi-Auto Handgun as his major 

firearm and the other two were pure NVA with their AK 47s. He also 

carried a hunting knife with wooden handles with Chinese Mandarin 
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Symbol Language, which I still have to this very day. The Vietnamese 

language is Mandarin Alphabetic. I had his knife with a zoomed in 

picture Authenticated by a Chinese Lady that knew both the Chinese 

Symbol Language as well as the Vietnamese Alphabetic Language a 

few years ago and she said that his knife was most definitely Chinese 

and symbols represented it’s makers trademarks which were Horse, 

Bear and Tiger! I had always suspected he was a Chinese Special 

Operations guy. I suppose I was correct in my observation of this Guy. 

Was I more observant of my surroundings being on offense than they 

were being on defense? I will elaborate on this statement a little later 

during my 4th and 5th life that Jesus has granted me. 

…… and so much so for life #3. Little did I know that I would also 

expend my #4 and my life #5 life on the same day only 2 to 3 hours 

later!    

 

Life #4 

My next life #4 was granted to me again on 7/23/1967. Within 30 

minutes after our four platoon leaders and we had arrived back to our 

company perimeter. It was time to have their normal Pow Wow with 

our Company Commander, Captain Bouie to discuss our findings. We 

were chowing down on our lunch of a most enjoying meal for me that 

was either a 10 to 20 year old can of “Ham and Mothers” (Lima Beans 

and Ham) or Beefsteak and Potatoes when the shooting began in “C” 

company’s direction. The shooting was rapidly. Within a minute or so, 

our CO gave the orders for us to saddle up and double time (Run) to 

“C” companies perimeter. By then their Charlie Company Commander 

had sent a MAYDAY Radio Transmission for my Bravo Company’s 

assistance for them.   We always…always carried our food and our 

non-immediate lifesaving things such as a Claymore Mine, Toiletries, 

C-Rations in our Ruck Sack and our Ammo, 2 Ammo Bandoliers of 7 

mags each,  6 Frag Grenades, 2 canteens of water and our wound 

dressings on our pistol belt along with our 100 Round Belt of M60 (Pig) 
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ammo. We were stationary at the time and we didn’t have to jettison 

our ruck sack with its jettison straps.  

It was clear sailing the first 300 meters but not the last 200 meters. The 

NVA were stationed in the woods and were firing their AK47s on 

automatic mode. I don’t know if you have ever heard an AK47 round as 

it passes close to you, or most any high velocity round, for it breaks the 

sound barrier with an audible crack before you hear the gun sound. Then 

imagine if you will, when there were literally hundreds of rounds being 

fired at us as we were running. I was in the lead platoon as we advanced 

to “C” company’s limited number of men of less than 5 or 6 men 

positions. This was my #4 and many more lives to be exact! I do not 

have an exact number of bullet wounds received in our run to assist the 

remnants of our Charlie Company boys but I know there were 0 deaths 

mainly because of the NVA inability to hit us in our running targets . The 

NVA were more used to performing their killing of more stationery 

targets plus not knowing how to lead their targets in such a great 

distance of greater than 100 meters away and running parallel to them 

which is much harder for them to hit than if we running perpendicular 

towards them!  They would have soon to be overran with Charlie 

Companies boys limited people before when we arrived on the scene. 

“C “ company also had their 4 different platoons out on a short range 

recon patrol leaving their CP with a very limited number of boys!  I 

remember diving into a low ground indention into my prone position. 

Then no longer than what it look for me to look for our NVA enemy I saw 

one taking careful aim on a boy to my right. He evidently hadn’t seen me 

because he was so concentrated in taking out my brother to my right 

because our boy must have been down switching his M-16 Magazine 

then he would show himself to the NVA. That was all the time that I 

needed to take the NVA out with my approx. 6 round burst from my M16 

and I literally put him down with my full mag of M-16 Tracer Bullets, 

literally in fire and smoke because he was also a RPG7 Recoilless Ammo 

Bearer with 3 to 4 rounds strapped to his waist   

After the heavy bombardment of literally over a thousand Artillery 

Rounds from all of our Artillery Support Guns, the 105mm. the 155mm 
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Self Propelled and the 175mm artillery Self Propelled plus 2 F-100 

Thunderchief’s (Thuds) fighter Jets.  

I had a front row observation seat for all of this action. The thuds were 

a very welcome sight. They came in one behind the other and made 4 

passes over us at supersonic speeds at tree tops levels on all of their 

passes.  

Their 1st pass they each dropped their Two  250# Bombs from their 

wings. Then I was looking to my rear and I thought maybe they had 

released them too soon for their two bombs from quiet a distance 

away. The bombs looked like they were coming right at us but they 

instead hit their target which was appox. 100 meters to our front!  

On their 2nd Pass they pounded them with their two Cannisters Bombs 

of Napalm. Napalm when dropped would explode with fiery grease and 

oil.  

Then on their third pass over us they worked them over with their both 

wings of 1 ea. Of 20mm Vulcan Cannons known better as Dog Fighting 

Cannons! All I could see was their smoke coming their wings at first 

than a pause then a slow loud BUURRR sound afterwards from their 

20mm cannons. The destruction from their 3 passes was unbelievable      

Then came their finally 4th pass. On this pass they flew over us at 

supersonic speeds and inverted or upside down and I could see them 

throwing us a hand salute.  

In all of this action their FAQ in his piper club plane was directing his 

jets by throwing smoke grenades on their targets to mark our enemy 

positions. All of our Piper Cubs plane pilots deserve more recognition 

than our Thuds Pilots did. I’m sure that he had to take a lot of AK47 

and Machine Gun rounds from the NVA as he circled over our enemies 

just enough that he could still see our enemy to throw his smoke 

grenades on them. He sure did get most of my Kudoos!   

It’s amazing how anyone could live through such devastation but I 

know of three that did and there were many more that also did ! The 
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NVA 66th Regiment finally had enough of our pounding and broke off 

their attack on us with us on their heels in their retreat.  

I first captured a badly wounded kid and he was a Mortar Ammo 

Bearer with a pole between two shallow baskets that they always 

carried their motor rounds in. He was crying in pain from his injuries!  

This was my first capture of a live NVA ever in Nam up to this point in 

time. Mainly because they would normally immediately drag their 

wounded boys off in their retreat from their battles and left only their 

dead boys and men. 

I don’t have an explanation other than their surprise for our way over 

powering support rounds fired and dropped on them of greater than 

1000 rounds from our 105, 155, 175 and 8” guns from both our Artillery 

and our F100 Thunderchief’s (thuds) Planes!    

 

 

 

My 5th Life could have ended on yet again on 7/23/1967: 

Then after my first capture I called for “MEDIC” for one of our several 

medics for their assistance of him  

Either one or two of our medics answered my call. Then I continued 

my pursuit of our enemy trying to stay even with all of my other 

brothers as  a straight line of hunters use this formation to prevent   

several his capture I walked upon an uprooted rubber tree and I first 

saw the barrel of a AK47 Pointed right at me from the root confines.  

I don’t know if you believe in a divine intervention or not but Jesus 

was in complete control of my left index trigger finger frozen on my 

trigger.  

In several second, that seemed like minutes or two we were at a 

stalemate wondering if one or the other would pull their trigger until I 

called to them Chieu Hoa for there were two NVA boys in my mist.  
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Then they both pitched their AK47 weapons in my direction I learned 

these words from the Propaganda leaflets dropped all over the Viet 

Nam jungles via our high-altitude C-130 in their planned flights!  

I think the two Vietnamese had previously meant to “Give Up”!   I 

wasn’t accustomed to taking NVA captives. What one of them did next 

sure did give me the wiles after they pitched their AKs into my 

direction.  

He greeted me with their customary greeting of his hands cupped 

together under his chin and continuous head bowing to me! The 

second one was bleeding from both ears as if he had both eardrums 

busted.  

This made me a 3 total of live captives. The last two had me dead to 

rights and the 1st one also if he wasn’t in so much pain from his battle 

wounds and crying!  

Then I handed them over to our medic and another brother to take 

then both and also the first one to our original Charlie Company 

command post (CP) and I continued our pursuit of our enemy.  

Then as we were continuing our pursuit, I heard two automatic 

weapons firing off to my front right position.  

One weapon was a louder and slower weapon and the other one was a 

softer and faster sound. I figured the louder one was either a 30 

caliber M60 (Pig) Machine gun or a 30 caliber NVA Automatic AK47 or 

a NVA light belt fed machine gun and the softener one was definitely a 

M16 with its .23 caliber firing in its automatic mode.  

Latter I discovered it was my platoon’s “Tunnel Rat” Dix. Dix was the 

bravest smallest stature man in our platoon. He was like a ferret going 

into a NVA tunnel system with only a flashlight and a .45 Semi 

Automatic Handgun to either kill or root out any VC or NVA. He had 

gone up against an entire NVA nest of their crew fed Machine gun 

nest. That was Dix w/ his M16. Dix had succumbed from their machine 

gun firing but not until after his wounds from taking out the entire 

machine gun nest of NVA. We latter assumed that used their tactic                  
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I had always treated their dead with respect in the same manner as I 

would want to be treated. I was totally different than another unit in 

the 4th I.D. known as the head hunters. They carried a pole with a NVA 

head skull and made necklaces from their ears like a bunch of gung ho 

blooming idiots. Never did they think about the repercussions in the 

hands of our NVA enemies if captured wearing their body artifacts  I 

took this pic after our battle was over. It’s one of many dustoff 

choppers that were retrieving both our dead and wounded as we 

carried them in our own makeshift gurneys consisting of a Poncho on 

two poles to our Chopper Landing Zone! 

My night following this Battle I was in my foxhole duty station 

watching over my other foxhole brother while he was in his 2 hours of 

knap sleeping in our 2 man tent with each of our 2 ponchos snapped 

together to form our poncho tent home . I poured out my silent prayer 

from my heart to Jesus. I asked him for his forgiveness for my at least 

4 sins that I committed that day on 7/23/1967 for their human lives that 

I took from them.  I also told Jesus in my conversation with him most 

likely I could not take another human life from that night forward. I 

asked him, Lord for your Blessed assurance for me could you make 

sure that I will never have to be faced to kill another Human Being for 

the remainder of my life. Then I thanked him for his divine intervention 

among the three of us earlier in the day when all three had their 

nervous trigger fingers on our weapons and waiting for each other to 

make the first move as it was in our old western times and with our 

language barrier among us. Then I thanked him for the Words Chieu 

Hoa, in Vietnamese they meant “Do You Surrender” that I spoke to 

them in our showdown with each other. Then the answer to my 

prayers came 4 days latter when our beloved Company Commander 

Capt. Coeburn made a special trip via one of our several resupply 

choppers on his trip to pay only me a visit out in our jungle location 

which was only 2 or 3 map clicks away or approx.  1.2 miles by the 

way of a crow’s flight from our original location in the rubber tree 

plantation. He was already serving in his new command in our Forward 

Fire Base position as a Civil Affairs Commander   He came out to offer 

me another job offer back in our Dragon Mountain main 4th Infantry 
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Division Base Camp. I hate to admit it that I served under his 

leadership for my entire military career. We had a father to son talk 

because he had always talked to me in this manner to me in this 

manner. He expressed his concern for me over my next 2 months after 

all my brothers were due to go to home on their DEROS date of their 

time of Nam duty that was 1 year to the very day. He gave me some 

classified facts that our Intelligent Personnel had disclosed to him 

before. He didn’t paint a rosy red picture for our Nam future to me. 

Then on 11/11/1967 under my Bravo new Officers and men they lost an 

entire platoon of men and boys in their total number approx. 30 in our 

“Battle for Dak To” I was still there but I was several miles away 

inside “Dragon Mountain Base Camp” because I took him up on his job 

offer. Who knows, maybe I would have been among the approx. 30 

unlucky KIAs in my “Bravo Company” on none other than Veterans Day 

Holiday 11/11/1967 on Hill 724, Battle for Dak To.                                     
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Several of our enemies also perished along a M-48 60-ton tank road 

that ran between the trees. To show how disrespectable our tank 

crews were to our enemy dead they ran over them and completely 

destroyed them in the mean time! 

 

 

 

 

I didn’t know it at the time but my pic also represents our own terminology of “The 

Battle for Three Trees” or the correct term “Battle for Plei Ya Bo”!   
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………………...now my learnings 50+ years later abt. our NVA enemy. 

One learning came from our “Book, “Nine Days in May” Our Three 

Battles in May 1967”. I purchased the book and I also read it from 

Cover to Cover. I knew about it when it’s writer, Warren Wilkins, 

emailed all of us involved in the 1st Brigade. Our Brigade consisted of 3 

different Infantry Battalions, the 1st/8th   Infantry followed my unit 3r/12th 

Infantry and last of the 8th Inf which was my battalion and the 3rd of the 

12th Inf. He asked all of us for our memories of each Battalions NVA 

separate Battles in nine days in May of 1967. It was a very hard read 

and he didn’t cut any corners whatsoever in the foul language from  all 

of us either. He used what we told him word for word. WAR is not 

about beauty but instead of beauty it is horrendous conditions and 

such. He wrote his book in time fashion or a time line fashion 

beginning with the 1 ?of the 8th Battle first and then ending with our 

3rd/8th Battle for Plei Doch. He said that the 1st/8th  first was on their 

move in single file formation with their “B” Company. When suddenly 

their point spied two to three NVAs and ran down the trail out from his 

sight, Then he signal down his column to his Company CO and 

therefore his CO told his 3rd platoon to pursue the three NVA. The NVA 

played leap Frog with the 3rd platoon until after they led them into their 

well planned Ambush Site with a small group of NVA while their main 

group circled our main group of 3 platoon and it turned into a full time 

battle and outnumbering our Americans at 3 to 1. In the 3rd Platoon 

ambush they had roughly 30 boys at the most and they had only 2 or 3 

survivors total by playing dead. Then their “B” company commander 

had to call on his 2nd Company in his Battalion that was approx. 1000 

meters away through in 2 to 3 layers of Jungle Foulage. It took then 

some time to advance to “B” company’s location. This in late 

afternoon in May. Our remains had to remain in place throughout the 

night alone under horrific conditions from the NVA. I can hardly bear 

the telling of this story. One of the survivors told about his ordeal in 

the hands of the NVA. He said that joyfully kicked all of our dead and 

wounded in their bodies for any sign of life! He said that if there was 

any movement in their bodies they finished them off with a brain shot 

as they removed all of their belongings. He said that was his longest 
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night on Earth. Finally, at day break they crossed back into the 

confines of the Cambodian border area and their sanctuary. Does this 

battle startup remind you of my story in Plei Ya Bo 2 months later in 

July 23, 1967? 

…. and another learning even more recent. After each battle, it was a 

natural Standard Operations Procedure for each Battalion Commander 

to Write-up a very detailed classified report                                                 

on each Battle, with support from other elements of involvement, that 

his men were involved in, where applicable. His radio code name was 

“Charger” our Battalion Commander has declassified his AARs on our 

“Battle for Three Trees for Plei Ya Bo”. Therefore our web master has 

published “Chargers” complete AAR into our website.  Its ok for the 

Public to Access it in the following supplied  URL link: 

http://www.ivydragoons.org/Files/Logs/AAR%2023%20July%2067.PDF 

Charger says in his AAR that “C” Company’s CO sent out his 4 different 

platoons on separate Short-Range Recon Patrols in four different 90 

degrees of areas. He stated that his 3rd platoon encountered 2 or 3 

NVA, on their return from their Patrol, via his 3rd platoon leader had 

radio’d his C.O. and they ran w/o being fired on. This occurred almost 

simultaneously at the time my company’s 3rd Platoon had completed 

our patrol with the three NVA suspects that I took out on our Patrol 

and returned to our “B” Company CP and it was near our joining 

sectors of patrols. His next entry into his AAR was that Chargers 3rd 

Platoon leader being a Second Lt. ordered his 3rd platoon to take them 

under pursuit in a quick radio transmission to Charger. They lead our 

“C” company’s 3rd platoon into an unknowing Ambush thus wiping them 

out except one boy by the name of Andrew York from the far N/E of the 

U.S. The Platoon Leader also made a quick radio transmission to his 

Company Commander during their Fire Fight and he said that they 

could not withstand their by far superior enemy firepower. Andrew 

York was either his LTs. Radio man or was nearby his Platoon Leaders 

Radio Man in his sole survivor moments before he made a radio 

transmission to Charger and charger made an entry that York told him 

http://www.ivydragoons.org/Files/Logs/AAR%2023%20July%2067.PDF
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via his radio he said that he was the lone survivor and he also said to 

tell his mother ….. end of his transmission because of his captors.  

Thus only one badly wounded American Survivor! York also has his 

complete story of his fate in the hands of the NVA from the Battle 

Scene in itself, in the Militarys Star and Stripes Newspaper.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As Charger was circling the battle scene in his chopper his Artillery 

Forward Observer was calling in fire missions on our fleeing enemy 

from his command Huey chopper. When all of a sudden, they saw 

Andrew being carried from the scene with four captors. His captors 

were carrying him with both his hand and feet tied together with vines.  
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Then Charger had his Artillery Forward Observer to call in an Artillery 

strike of approx. 3 to 4 rounds   onto them directly and w/o a spotter 

round. The rounds took out 3 of his captors and the 4th dropped his 

share of Andrews load and ran w/o finishing off Andrew. Andrew 

survived his ordeal by chewing at his vine ties on his hand and feet 

and escaping back to his friendly line.  Now the what Ifs! What if I 

hadn’t taken out the three suspected NVAs with my quickness of sight 

recognition and to the draw would I and all my platoon members have 

felled into their same Trail Watching Tactic and lead us into an 

ambush with no survivors like approx. 30 Mins later what they did to 

our “C” company’s 3rd platoon in our joining sectors. What if my theory 

of the ways that played out were unlogical or logical in nature? I will 

never know while on this Earth. The only thing that I know is that they 

were either one or two Battalions of three Battalions total of the 66th 

NVA Regiment at the start but they suffered heavy losses in the end 

from us and our Artillery and Jets. They had to regroup with new boys 

and war materials for nearly 4 months and 11/11/1967 during our next 

clash with the 66th Regiment for “Battle for Dak TO, Hill #724.                         

Charlie Flood, a civilian journalist, was with us on 7/23/1967 by the 

invitation from our Battalion Commander Col. “Charger” Lynch. He was 

gathering info for his new nonfiction book that he planned to publish in 

the future called “Survival of the Innocents”. It so happened that we 

had this extra-large attle in his presence. Boy did he ever gather 

enough info for his book. Charlie was the first of two different 

celebrities’ that fell in love with our Dragoons soldiers! The other one 

was Chris Noel. Chris co-stared with Elvis Presley in his movie, I 

believe it was titled “Girl Happy”! They both have attended quite a few 

of our Dragoons Reunion across the U.S. Charlie Summed up this 

battle quite elegantly! He made the following statement in his book: 

While 20 some American Lads gave their lives for America in the 

Battle for Plei Ya Bo on 7/23/1967, in the week before 20 some whites 

and blacks were killed in race Riots in the streets of Newark, N.J. 

Here’s Charlie’s non- fictional proof from Wikipedia: The 1967 Newark 

riots was one of 159 race riots that swept cities in the United States 

during the "Long Hot Summer of 1967". This riot occurred in Newark, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Race_riots
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Long_Hot_Summer_of_1967
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Newark,_New_Jersey
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New Jersey, between July 12 and July 17, 1967. Over the four days of 

rioting, looting, and property destruction, 26 people died and hundreds 

were injured.              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 I put this critter up to all of their meanest of all reptiles as well as a lot of wild animals. 

It was a Burmese Phyton. It could literally constrict all our oxygen from our lungs and 

then swallow up whole. Once they would suffocate us they could gradually, after they 

unhinged their jaws and then crawl  over us head first until they had fully ingulfed us 

completely. Thanks to my point backup man, George Talton our M79 Grenade Launcher 

boy, for he saw it before it could drop down on me for he looked malnourish in his 

overall stature after I shot him out with my M16. We guessed him to be approx. 20’ in 

length!        

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Newark,_New_Jersey
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My #6th life  

My 6th life, what if I had decided to take a crap underneath this giant 

Burmese Phyton constrictor snake in solitude that was outstretched 

on this low rubber tree limb waiting on his prey of a large animal to 

stroll underneath him like me then drop down on me and first constrict 

all of my air from my lungs within  a minute or so and then unhinge his 

jaws and completely swallow me with no evidence that I ever existed 

whatsoever!!   

Instead I had my entire squad of 6 or 7 boys behind me. My point 

backup man was George Talton. My life from snipers was his primary 

goal. Mine was to watch the ground to keep a keen eye for Boobie 

Traps and what have you from the ground cover! You may know it was 

in the same area of operations “The same Rubber Tree Plantation”! 

You had to be ever vigilant 24-7 of your surroundings in Nam. We had 

all sorts of enemies to contend with. The jungle its self, its wild 

animals .eg Asian Tigers, Wild Asian Elephants, Black Panthers and 

Leopards to name a few. There were also rodents and reptiles that you 

had to be ever vigilant for. Then there were the meanest yellow wasps, 

mosquitos, termites, leaches both land and water. Then in the 

meantime, there were our arch enemy humans both Viet Cong 

Guerillas and North Vietnamese Army! If we were fortunate, we would 

have a Montagnard Polynesian amongst us. They knew the terrain like 

the back of their hands and they hated our human enemies because of 

their persecution to them to obtain their food of undisclosed Rice 

Cache! I will stop there on  the NVA and their ways of torture to find 

where they kept their rice! The Montagnard people were our strongest 

ally in Nam and not the Vietnamese! Most Americans loved them and 

especially our Green Berets that organized them into a fighting 

machine! I will tell you how much faith that they had in our Green 

Berets.Their village chiefs always instilled in them to protect their A 

team Green Berets at all costs even with their own lives, Then we 

pulled out of Nam and left them defenseless with no firearms and their 

own Cross bows and Arrows for their defense! That’s the sole reason 

our Green Berets have used their own money and their own “A” people 
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to rescue as many yards as they possible can both Cambodia and Laos 

and afterwards they have assisted their Montagnards in their building 

of their homeland in Ashboro, N.C. including their own financial 

burdens in their purchases of farmland for them. That’s a definition for 

their love for these dedicated Polynesian people! With no financial 

Aide from our own Government. They had to use clandestine in their  

rescue  operations in both Laos and Cambodia to rescue them from 

their War with their Communist regime! 

 

 Do Ya remember the TV program called “Wild Kingdon” with Marlin 

Perkins and his buddy Stan. Well now you know what the Mountainous 

This Asian Tiger killed one of our two different LRRPs while on their respective Long 

Range Recon Patrol missions in the bush one night. The tiger quietly killed one the 

LRRPs in his sleep and then dragged him off. His buddies found him the next morning 

with his partly consumed body and the Cat was still near the scene. They stood over his 

body until this man took out the tiger when it came back to complete it’s meal of the 

LRRP human. 
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Region of The Central Highlands in Vietnam was like every day and 

night for 24..7. You soon learned the definition of the term “Ever 

Vigilant”. We also learned the hard way that about everything in the 

Central Highlands Country of Vietnam either could Bite , Mayme or Kill 

you and Devour you including Plants, Animals, Insects, Reptiles or 

Human Beings. It was all a Giant Safari for all Infantrymen in Vietnam. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I don’t know how they harvest their Rubbery Sap but one would 

imagine they Harvest their sap like we do to our Sugar Maples. 

Hammer a small spigot into each tree and hang a bucket underneath it 

to drain the Sap from each tree and then process their rubbery sap 

into rubber…….To evidentially into Auto Tires and such!      

 

 This is a prime example of why these trees are called Rubber Sap Trees. This was Tommy 

Routh, another Brother from North Carolina with a rubber lesson in life itself! 
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My Nam duty from mid-September ‘67 until November 20, 1967 

After the remainder of my Company came home on DEROS in mid-

September 1967, I had to remain there for two months w/o them.   

Before they came home, my old company C.O. Capt. Neville (The 

Pineapple) Coeburn that was re-assigned to our Battalion Civil Affairs 

section made a special trip out to the jungle to pay me a visit in a 

Huey Chopper. He first expressed to me how I was always a loyal 

soldier serving under him for the past approx. 1 yr and 9 months. He 

also put a high emphasis on his concern for my life forward for the 

next 2 months with a bunch of green horns replacements. He then told 

me that I was his man for a reassignment to a newly formed 

Exploitation Platoon with special duties and I would be both Airmobile 

and have five Armored Personnel Carriers (APCs) for most of our 

assignments which would mostly pertain to planting and retrieval of all  

Long Range Recon Patrols (LRRPS) out of our main 4th Infantry 

Division, Dragon Mountain or renamed Camp Enari! He also said that 

he needed an immediate answer from me on his offer before his 

chopper came back to pick him up. I gave him my answer to accept 

his most gracious offer. I got my Ruck Sack of my belonging and I 

didn’t have time to tell anyone about what I was going to do . I 

remember waving my good-bys to all of my brothers as the chopper 

pilot revved his 1,000 H.P. turbine engine and lifted off for our Ivy 

Dragoon Battalion Forward Fire Support Base first stop and then latter 

to Camp Enari.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Commented [KE1]:  
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In Pleiku, it had been modern updated from the first time I set foot on 

its soil approx. 6 months earlier. My new assignment had a modern 

sign to ID it as the Exploitation Platoon. It’s front also had an 

Electrical Power Pole, of course from our own Diesel Powered 

Generators that I had completely forgotten about out in the Nam Bush 

that ever existed.    

In Pleiku for my new assignment. Capt. Colburn was reluctant to tell 

me that he signed off on my paperwork for my E5 three stripes Sargent 

promotion. It was almost impossible for a draftee with only a 2 years 

military tour of duty to be promoted to buck Sargent 3 stripes with only 

21 months into my 24 months of total military tour. They made me an  

Armored Personnel Carrier commander over a squad of 9 boys, one 

was my driver. I also had to get a 2½ ton truck, ¼ ton Jeep and a 

permit to drive an Armored Personnel Carrier (APC). I had already been 

familiarized with the 50 cal. Main track gun on how to set it’s barrel 

head space and it’s timing when I was @ Ft. Lewis. I also knew the 

Alphabetic code names for my APC radio.  

Then it happened, after I got familiarized with my surroundings, we 

were given an assignment the night before we were supposed to 

retrieve a Long Range Recon Patrol with the military map coordinates 

of the pickup point. A fully loaded APC was capable of cruising at 40 

MPH. I’m also sure that my driver had it pegged out to its maximum 

RPMs. I normally commanded it from its top manhole 50 caliber gun 

terret but I was down on the inside of it with my squad members, 

trying to carry on a conservation with all of its noise on the left hand 

 From This………  To This…….. 
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side. Then all of a sudden, our track threw its right-hand track due to a 

breakage then my driver lost control of it thus careening up a road 

bank on the right and turning our track over on its left side in the 

roadway. I was completely buried underneath it with all of our crates 

of 50 caliber ammo and radio for our track because we didn’t have the 

items strapped down to their racks. Thankful we all were OK except 

for a few skins and bruises from the 70lbs of 50 cal. Ammo crates. 

Then, our platoon leader being a Lt Commissioned  Officer ordered two 

of our APC plus his to complete our mission and my APC and one other 

one had to wait on a Vehicle Tank/Track  Retriever (VTR) wrecker to 

come to our rescue and upright our Track and make our track repairs 

after I radio’d them. Thankfully there wasn’t that much traffic on the 

road to Pleiku that early in the morning only a couple of 3 wheeled 

Cushman ultra-small trucks way overloaded with Vietnamese with 

their food market wares of animals such as Chickens and small dogs 

on its top to sell in their food markets plus 10 to 15 Vietnamese 

stacked like cord wood in the inside. They would always beep..beep 

their mini Cushman bus horns as they  passed us. As far as my memory 

goes, I don’t remember ever seeing an automobile in my full year of 

Nam duty only 3 wheeled bicycle rickshaws, bicycles, Mopeds and of 

course 3 wheeled Cushman Ultra Small trucks for buses! 
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I refuse to elaborate on its U.S. Name “Sin” City. All that I volunteer to 

say is that all U.S. Bases in Nam had the Same Name City name next 

to their Military Bases. Our Military Police (MPs) had a full-time job in 

escorting our Base Camp Heros from the back sides of their buildings.  

Our military currency was ok to the Vietnamese ONLY as long as 

Americans gave them half of face value of each bill with the new 

currency when it came to at the intervals that our military saw fit to 

change the colors of each bill of our U.S. MPC Currency. Dollar per 

Dollar was our exchange rate. This was also very strange for me also, 

in the Bush we never had needed any money and we were completely 

dependent on our Hueys to bring us our survival item to live on every 

4th day intervals! A lot of our Base Camp heros that never saw any war 

action whatsoever at our money exchange at the expense to the 

Vietnamese. They got rich off the Vietnamese because they would 

only give them ½ of every dollar face value Anyway that was their 

conscious to have to live with. I made the mistake on one of my 

squads and my laundry run to Sin City when I had completely forgotten 

and left my brand new $49 Yashica 35MM camera in my Jeep when I 

went into the laundry for me that was a #10 move on my part, for no 

more than 5 minutes to pick up our clean clothes. As I was walking 

Load up on their mode of travel in 1967, Bicycles, Mopeds, 

Cushman Buses and their ole standbys FEET. 
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towards my parked jeep with our clean clothes in hand, I saw 3 to 4 

Vietnamese kids running away down the street. I immediately though 

of my Camera and I search my jeep and no camera was found.  I knew 

how poor the Vietnamese peoples and how much food they could buy 

with my camera. Then I soon forgot about it. I also had to make a 

weekly run with our Duece and Half truck on our garbage run. I never 

had to unload it for the Vietnamese people were happy to unload it for 

their first Dibbs on its contents. I was always a #1 G.I. when it came to 

our garbage from them in their views of me!           

 

My DEROS from RVN…… 

I received the heart-breaking news immediately after my unit, the Ivy 

Dragoons of the 3rd Battalion/8th Infantry Regiment were in a huge NVA 

battle with the again 66th NVA Regimental Unit on 11/11/1967, “The 

Battle for Dak To, Hill 724” and it was Veterans day no less. I heard 

that there were many American Deaths along with many North 

Vietnamese deaths as well. All that I could think about was my Capt. 

Coeburn asking me if I wanted to accept his Job Offer and of his 

concern for me because he was in daily contact had from his higher 

ups that several of Long Range Patrols saw the buildups of the NVA 

peroneel and war material across the border in both Cambodia and 

Laos. It took me several years to find out our exact number of deaths 

that we suffered in this one battle alone.    

I found out much latter in life from our Ivy Dragoons Website Tribute 

page that we lost from my Bravo Company 18 young men from the 

total of 42 that perished in the 2-day battle. 

I never did know the acronym definition for DEROS only what it meant. 

It was the date that every Infantryman looked forward to. It was the 

date that we were due to step foot on an airplane for our trip back to 

the real WORLD. There was no fanfare for us before we left RVN nor 

our arrival in the WORLD. My departure date was 11/20/1967. I’m like 

most Infantrymen for I had mixed up feelings in our departure for all of 

boys that had to carry on without us in the Viet Nam War. I got a front 
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row seat thru the last battle during my time in Nam. It was the (“Battle 

for Dak To….Hill 724). 

Approx. 5 years ago when the American Military TV Channel had 

changed their name to American Hero Channel (AHC) they produced 

our 60 minute Documentary on this famous Battle! There was a Signal 

Group of About 3 men on the scene of the battle. They had produced 

both the Video and the Audio for this battle scene and the Video Reel 

was stored in the Library of Congress. Then thanks to a boy from 

Minnesota that had in his possession the Audio Reel to the film. The 

man got in touch one of our Ivy Dragoon Brothers that he had met on 

Hill 724 that was involved in this battle thus he told Bob that he 

discovered the Audio Reel in his possession. Then their wheels started 

turning when Bob search through shelves in the Library of Congress 

for their video reel and he found it. Then they approached the AMC 

channel folk to see if they were interested in forming a documentary 

from this famous battle. Then our war vets asked for our Government’s 

approval to use these two items for a war documentary and they 

replied sure can!  

The rest is History! It reopened many Vietnam war memories in my 

brain all throughout the documentary except for the segment that 

showed the end results of the day before when our “Alpha” Company 

encountered an NVA ambush as they were climbing up Hill 724 and 20 

some American boys were killed at nearly darkness.  

Then the remaining Company personnel had to retreat back down to 

the lowlands thus leaving our dead in place throughout the night all 

alone. In all of my 1-year tour of duty we never were placed in this 

same predicament as this of having to leave our fallen in place over 

night.  

Then the next morning after “A” company had received re-

enforcements from my “Bravo” company that were also in the same 

vicinity my Bravo Company along with our ½ strength Alpha Company  

both Companies climbed back up to the location of their ambush site, 

we no altercations with the NVA, to retrieve all their dead and 
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wounded. If there were any badly wounded boys they either died from 

their wounds or were finished off by the NVA with their bayonets. They 

carried all of their dead back down to their low land positions.  

Then our Battalion Commander came via his personal chopper to 

discuss their next move to go forward and to discuss on how to handle 

all of their dead.  

I never thought about the procedure that they settled on  before this 

point in time, they decided on the use of a Chinook Cargo Net after it 

was released empty from a Chinook Chopper and escorted by 2 

Chopper Gun Ships then left while our boys loaded all of our KIAs from 

“A” Company onto the cargo net and after they completed their task 

they Radio’d the Chinook and told that they were ready to hook the net 

to their regular cargo hook.  

Then after the two engine Chinook returned and hovered over the net 

thus they hooked it up to their belly cargo hook. Then when the 

Chinook pilots received our Infantry Radio Transmission they returned 

to the scene and very slowly hovered downward for the Infantry net 

hookup and then they ever so slowly started to go slowly up and away 

with a lot of arms and legs protruding from their net holes as their 

bodies made their last chopper ride and to our Army Morgue at that. 

Somewhere on my PC I have a screenshot pic from the Military 

Documentary and with my DVR digital Video Recorder of the full 60 

min. Documentary and including their last Chopper Ride back to the 

world, as we knew the USA in our references! 
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Then as a result of the same Officers meeting, they had decided to 

make another assault for Hill 724. My Company was at full strength 

and Alpha was ¾ strength when they made their assault on the hill. 

Low and behold they didn’t receive any NVA resistance as they took 

the Hill. Then they discovered the NVA fortifications and all our bomb   

damage that happened the night before their assault on the hill. They 

had over their heads covered bunkers that were demolished from our 

bombing but no sign of either life nor death from our bombings 

because they had deserted their locations after our heavy 

bombardment. Then in the moment later our “D” company arrived on 

the Hill and this company was new to me. It was formed at near the 

time my Bravo Company derosed for home and it was designed to be 

our 81mm Mortars Company! Each of our three front line companies’ in 

our time of Nam arrival had 4 platoons, 3 front line rifle and 1 heavy 

weapons platoon that was made up of 4 squads. One squad had a 106 

Recoilless gun that was jeep mounted and also consisted  of 82mm 

Mortars and of the 90mm Recoilless Guns!              

 

My Screenshop From the AHC channel of the cargo loaded w/ approx 

25 KIAs from “A”  company after they were killed on 11/10/1967. 
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Then Came My Arrival from Nam At Ft. Lewis, WA……  

Finally after 12 months of Combat Duty in the Republic of Viet Nam I 

finally stepped on the United States of America soil when I stepped off 

our Civilian Boeing 707 Aircraft in McCord Air Force Base and again 

McCord was next to Ft. Lewis, Washington. I remember that it had to 

make only one refueling stop in Japan before refueling. I went to our 

local Air Force PX military store when we got off our plane for 

refueling purposes. None of us could exchange our Military Pay 

Currency (MPCs) before we left Nam for our good ole Green Backed 

Money because we weren’t allowed to. So in our Military PX in Japan 

they could remain to accept our MPCs or funny money at the same 

exchange rate of $1 for $1. We loaded up on their Electronics. I 

purchased for my teenaged sister a Zenith Transistor Radio! For 

myself I purchased my second Yoshika 35mm Camera which both 

items were my large mistake. 

Afterwards after our Bus Ride from McCord to Ft. Lewis they dropped 

us off at their old WWII barracks and their processing center.  

First they assigned us a bunk at approx. midnight on the night of our 

return to the good ole USA! And instead of allowing us to sleep they 

had all of us to store our luggage on top of our assigned bunks   stated 

our processing out of the  for the remainder of the night out of the 

military and for our last free ARMY midnight meal before our final 

discharge. Then approx. 5:00am after we had finally completed all of  

their paperwork plus our MPCs exchange to the American Green 

Backed Pay and our final pay that we were owed! They finally released 

us to go to our real American Homes. First, we had to make our flight 

arrangements to our homes then to pick up our stored luggage on our 

assigned bunks. After we had finalized our Flight arrangements, we all 

together went to pick up our luggage from our assigned bunks. I was 

nearly the last boy to enter our bay when I heard all of the foul 

language from our Nam Brothers from inside the bay area of our 

barracks. Then I soon found out the reason, for it was more than one 

or two perpetrators had ram sacked all of our personal belonging my 

using a knife on all our luggage to obtain all of our Electronics from 
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our personal baggage .eg Reel to Reel tape records. Cameras. and 

every electronic item that you could imagine. Sure after we reported 

the crime to us plus our complete lists of our stolen  items to the 

Officers in charge, they told us that they were sure that they could 

solve the crime and then had us fill out their forms for our complete 

home address and as soon as they find our stolen items they would 

ship our items to our homes addresses, YELL RIGHT ON, I’m waiting 

on my 2 items for approx. 53 years. We had all kinds of Nam items that 

were our personal mementos of our Nam days that were of no $ value 

but to us personally many$$$. This and another thing that I still 

remember live so vividly in my mind to this very day. The other thing 

was even they gave us a new set of Dress Greens complete with all of 

our insignas and such, they suggested for us not to wear our Dress 

Greens away from the military base but to instead wear a set of 

Civilian clothing to prevent drawing  attention to  us because it wasn’t 

the same USA that we left a year ago!  
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Then I was Homeward Bound…… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Of course 3 of my 4 my immediate family along with several of my 

close kin folk also, were waiting for me at my arrival time to both see  

me as well to take me home upon my arriaval at Tri Cities Airport in 

Blountville, Tn. I don’t believe my 4th family member was present 

because I think my 3 year younger brother was either processing into 

Uncle Sam’s Army (Drafted) or already in the 101st Airborn Division in 

Fort Knox, KY on his BCT. I will have to admit that I got emotional and 

had to hold back my tears when I saw my welcoming party at Tri Cities 

Airport! 

 

 

 

 

 This is a pic of my very last United Air Lines Ticket stub that I purchased on 

11/21/1967 for my final 6 hour total military flight from Seattle, WA to Tri Cities 

Airport in Blountville, Tn. It cost me a total of $99.50, of course it was for my ½ fare 

price because I always flew Military Standby was of course if there were an empty 

seat in either of the 1st class or the economy class sections of a plane. I will have to 

say that I was never bumped from a plane ride at all because of no empty seating!  In 

all three of my across the USA flights and even on our local planes with the Piedmont 

or old Southern planes. training.  
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My 1st Day Back To Work at Eastman Chemical Company……  

I will have to admit that my company, Eastman Chemical Company 

were so good to me before, during as well as after my military time. 

They were not obligated in any way to grant me my annual Standard of 

Living raises for both years as well as their promotion on my 2nd day 

back with on approx. 12/1/1967 to a WB 6 job.  

Then in approx. I year latter in Approx. December of 1968 they raised 

me to a Wage Bracket 8 Job. WB 8 was the 98% of the people in our 

own Yarn Industry were topped out in their maximum pay rate. Their 

employees rating system were based on all avenues and not only with 

seniority with only rating number for time in service only. It would be 

so difficult to reward a person for sitting on their butt because of their 

time in service over a younger employee that was a go getter 

performer! 

Then I purchased an additional vehicle, a used 1961 Chevy half ton 

Pickup to go with my 1962 Chevy Car. I suppose in my thoughts of 

myself I thought I was a very rich man after my hired killer wages in 

the US Army.     

Then in less than 2 months I also purchased, with my trade-in of my 

1962 Chevy,  a new 1968 Chevy Chevelle SS396 4 speed tranny made 

by Chevrolet after my WB 8 Promotion. This was after my military 

discharge from the U.S. Army   

Then in the summer of ’68 I met my future wife and she was between 

her Freshman and Sophomore years in her college education. I tried 

my best to teach her how to drive my straight shift auto but she never 

seemed to get the hang of it when she had to stop on a hillside and 

then pull out.  

After her receiving her teaching degree in the fall semester from 

Carson Newman College in 1970, we got hitched together on 

2/13/1971. 

I made the decision latter to see my Superintendent over the entire 

Acetate Yarn Department after our marriage. I also met with him on 
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every week normally on my job basis as his Inventory and ordering 

clerk for all of our different Yarn identifications purposes. In other 

words, we both had a most wonderful work relationship with each 

other and then I asked him for either a promotion or a lateral job move 

to a higher paying job opportunity up to WB13 in one of the Chemicals 

Divisions. I made the decision to ask for a higher paying job because I 

had made it to tops in pay grade an I wasn’t afraid to get dirty in  

higher pay scale job.    

Then in approx., a week or so afterwards, I received some good news 

from him. He told me that our Personnel Man had found me an open 

position with a lateral WB 8 position in our present Yarn Dope raw 

material supplier, our Cellulose Esters Division. Then I followed his 

instructions to me to see our Personnel Manager man. Then he set me 

up a visit to see the Cellulose Personnel man   

Then I accepted his kind and generous offer and I reported to the C.E. 

Division Personnel Man in my well-dressed clothing that I normally 

wore in my present job duties. Then after a day’s worth of job 

Orientation they put me with my new crew 4 shift man that would in 

addition to performing his own Job duties would also buddy train me to 

perform the job.  

They had recently completed their expansion of their old individual 

mixers which I will spare you the complete details on the operation 

because its complexity of Wood Cellulose imported from Port Angles, 

Washington state with a certain formula of different Acids.  

I would be a Blot Roll assistant operator to a WB 11 guy. Our job was 

to include an Hammermill Operation to shred the >1000 lb rolls of 

wood cellulose that would also pretreat the Cellulose before it 

shredded it with two different Acids. One being a reaction acid being a 

Sulfuric Acid and the other being their Acetic Acid thus our final 

product an Acetate Pellet Dry material that was blown into their CE 

huge silos for its later transfer being blown to our receiving customer 

our Acetate Yarn Division.  
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Then our Acetate Yarn Division would re-dope our product with 

Acetone Liquid and their finished product being a acetate yarn     that 

had all of it’s original Acids washed an recovered from it in its final 

processing procedures and also it’s finished product Acetone removed 

and recycled over and over again     

Then in no fewer than 8 weeks later, I received my first Cellulose 

Esters (C.E.) promotion to another C.E. Department from their Film & 

Fiber Dept. to one of their other Departments in a completely different 

building across the street to its self in the Plastic Esters as a WB 9 

operator in its Byrd Centrifuge operation. In this operation it consisted 

of 12 different Centrifuges w/100H.P. Electric Motors each that 

separated their Plastic Esters from its watered solution back into its 

solids form!                 

My wife received her 1st School Teacher position in the fall of 1971 

after our marriage. I therefore had to trade our Chevelle in on a 1969 

Chevy Impala that had an automatic tranny.  

I worked for ECC almost 35 years lacking 33 days and I advanced from 

Wage Bracket 2-13 in plant roll and for my last 19 years I was on 

Salary Roll as a first line Supervisor over from 20 to 25 men and ladies 

in one complete building and approx. 30% of another building! I 

interacted with all of my people every day! I treated them like I would 

like to have been treated! I still get favorable comments from all my 

people that used to work for me when I meet them now in my 20th 

years of retirement from ECC when I was only 53 years old at the time 

and I more than qualified for their retirement number of 85, I was at 

the number of 87 when I decided to retire, age 53 + years of service 

34!       
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Life #7 Should Have Ended 

It was approx. 2/1/2000 and after my retirement from Eastman 

Chemical Company on 12/31/1999. I had decided to purchase myself a 

21 speed Mountain Bicycle as a gift from me to obtain a healthier 

lifestyle for myself.  

I wasn’t ready for a life on my front porch Rock ‘N’ Chair, so to speak! I 

began my daily regimen of riding in approx. February of 2000. My 

regiment consisted of approx. 10 miles round trip on the Kingsport 

Greenbelt paved walking and bike trail on most every day.  

Not knowing that my Heart Arterial Blockage had already started to 

occur from my previous 28 years of Insulin Dependent Diabetes 

because of my heavy exposure to Agent Orange in Nam!  

Then on one May day in 2000, I got sick to my stomach while riding my 

bike. I mean I had to vomit. I had also had a Stomach Acid Reflux 

problem that I found out much later in my life via an endosome scope 

and I had carried rolaids for my upset stomach at different times.  

This time the rolaids didn’t do the trick with my stomach condition for 

I continued to be Nauseated throughout the day and night! I went to 

my medical doctor the next day and they ran an EKG.  

They became alarmed at my EKG and set me up an appointment with 

my now Heart Specialists Dr. Keith Kramer in the following days. Dr. 

Kramer first set me up for a battery of heart tests. That included a 

stress treadmill test before and after their heart picture taking huge 

machine and then a heart echo ultrasound test.  

After the tests then came his diagnosis, my Aorta heart chamber blood 

flow was below its normal 55% down to it’s now level of less than 35% 

total. Proven by their two different heart test.  

The pictures also show for him also that I had four artery blocked and 

quite possibly a fifth blockage in my widow maker artery with it’s 

location behind my heart because they couldn’t get to it with their pics 

and then he set me up with another surgical doctor in his group for my 

heart arterial blockage surgery.  
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After they opened my chest they found that my widow maker artery 

was almost blocked also making it 5 different arteries bypass surgery. 

With 5 blocked arteries and a most serious Heart Muscle damaging 

attack  

I didn’t have any pain whatsoever only a tremendous long lasting upset 

stomach during my Mountain Bicycle ride on the 8 miles Kingsport 

Green Belt walking & Cycle trail.  

The way it was explained to me was that since I have a type 2 

Diabetic condition that thinks it is type 1 with 4 insulin injection daily 

for the past 50+ years because of heavy Agent Orange Exposure! They 

therefore told me that my heart attack most likely was masked with 

both a silent and painless attack common in Diabetics. My Docs had to 

strip Arteries from both of my lower legs from my knees downward. 

They had to in order to obtain enough arteries for my 5 bypasses! Now   

I think back and I think what if I had a deadly heart attack on the 

greenbelt walking/bike trail?!?! I have used my 7th life and therefore I 

am still above ground thanks to Jesus. 
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My 7th life has ended and now I therefore am living on my 8th life. The 

place was this location “Bass Pro Shops Resort” in Branson. Missouri. 

More exact in the middle section of “Table Rock Lake” in a Bass Pro 

Shops rental boat in their own Boat Dock . I took this pic the day 

before my stroke occurred of our lodge!  

 

Being a diabetic, I always have a tendency to over eat before such an 

outing because I am constantly afraid that I will slip into a Hyper 

Glycemia Comma from a low Blood Sugar episode at any time. Only 

once have I had a full-fledged Comma condition and I had to go for a 

ride to the ER and they had to give me an enormous amount of pure 

Glucose to bring me back to reality. I have been near to that stage 

BooCoo times and I could realize it but only on some occasions now. I 

My 8th Life could have likely ended on a day in July in 2001 morning near this place 

in Branson Mo, It was the Famous Brass Pro Shops Resort Lodges. After our invite 

from J.L. Rhoton, wife Beverly and son Chris we arrived at this scenic Resort. We 

had already planned in advance to go fishing the day after our first or second day 

after our arrival and of course without my wife Audrey and her sister Beverly. In the 

morning of our fishing trip, I always have a huge breakfast just as a preventive 

precaution against my having an Insulin Shock reaction that is very common in all 

Insulin Dependent people even to the extreme in a comma! We had a two family 

breakfast and I had Pancakes and real maple syrup with all of the trimmings before 

the men folk left to go down to Bass Pro Dock and Boat Rental!         
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am dependent on my wife to recognized my warning signs of slurred 

speech and me not answering plus my overall actions. I had an 

enormous number of pancakes and syrup, an extremely high Carb 

meal, for my breakfast that morning. Both Audrey and I were invited on 

this vacation via J.L, son Chris and Audreys sister Beverly Bishop 

Rhoton. J.L., Chris and I elected to go out fishing when we visited the 

Bass Pro Shops store.  

 

We purchased a few of their cheaper items from their store. I 

purchased a cheap bait Caster rod and reel that already had line on it, 

some Carolina rigs and some of my favorite plastic lizards, 6” Goard 

Green! After eating a huge breakfast we were ready to go down to the 

Bass Pro Dock to rent a Bass Tracker Boat fully rigged out for 

fishermen.  

 

I didn’t ask J.L. if he wanted to run the Bass Rig for, I assumed that he 

wanted me to. Anytime I go fishing on an unknown lake and its fishing 

structure. I hunt for Bridges because they normally have Rip Rap or 

Limestone rocks to protect the banks from soil erosion from their 

winds and boat water wakes. I am a scientific fisherman and the 

biggest reason I like limestone rocks is because of the PH factor. Bass 

love a neutral PH factor of Acidity and Alkaline. Most lakes are higher 

on the Acidity levels and lower on their Alkaline levels. The limestone 

rocks produce alkaline and the water is sort of neutral anytime there 

is a presence of limestone rocks.  

 

Well about 2 to 3 miles down the lake I discovered an extra-large 

bridge made to order that crossed the lake. I slowly pulled into the 

Branson Mo. left side of the bridge and sure enough it was lined with 

extra-large limestone rocks.  

 

Then I climbed upon the Boats Bow End and I put its electric trolling 

motor down into the water. I already had my new Bass Pro Rod and 

Reel in my hands. I first checked its spool brake tension to prevent a 

backlash and I had it perfectly set to prevent a backlash according to 

all of the dozen or so personal Abu Garcia reels at home. Then I 

checked it’s drag in case I set the hook into a large Bass and it 

checked AOK.  
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Then I made my 1st long 50+ yards cast. Would you believe that I had a 

huge backlash in my reel spool even after I checked and double 

checked my reel, mainly because it was an el-chepo rig. There was 

entirely no wind to contend with the boat. So, I set down on the bow of 

the boat and started to pick out the backlash.  

 

Then it happened, my lights went out and I entered the 

unconsciousness world! That was my last memory until a split second 

I regained consciousness in a Life Saving Ambulance Ride to 

somewhere. I remember my entire right extremities were paralyzed 

and I fell back into unconsciousness again.  

 

The next thing I remember was the clanging sound of the MRI machine 

when they were trying to find out if I had a stroke and also whether it 

was a bleeder or a blood clot brain stroke. If it had been a large 

arterial ruptured bleeding or even a small capillary vessel and if were 

to use their super blood thinning drug called TPA. I most likely would 

not have lived through it if I had a bleeder and not a Clot stroke and 

they would have assumed I had a blood clot and administered their 

TPA not knowing for sure.    

 

Then I fell back into unconsciousness. I later learned all this, when 

they determined that I had a brain blood clot stroke they immediately 

administered me with their wonderful drug Blood Clot bursting and 

disolving drug called TPA in an IV because I fit into the three hour 

window with a bare amount of brain cells death. I remember regaining 

consciousness even again as they were loading me into a dustoff 

chopper for my trip to Spingfield Mo. hospital for my stroke therapy. 

Then I fell back into a comma state of not remembering the Chopper 

dustoff ride nor of them unloading me from the chopper at their ER in 

Springfield, Mo.     

 

I remember regaining conscience completely in the Springfield ER 

after my flight. The TPA did wonders for me by the time I arrived in 

Springfield, Mo. I still remember the Docs and nurses bombarding me 

with all sorts of questions .eg my birthday date and my name almost to 

the point of irritating. They were checking if my brain had sustained 

any brain cells destruction or if I had, did my healthy cells take up the 
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slack for my dead cells.  A nurse even watched me eating in my 

swallowing technique to see if I had any paralysis in my neck muscles 

and they constantly walked me and at first held on to me by my waist 

strap! Then after a mere 4 days they gave me my marching orders to 

come home. It was a big hospital with a walk way above a four-lane 

highway going to a hotel across the road.  

 

I didn’t know them but my wife sure did, as we met two gentlemen 

wearing flight suits. They were the chopper pilots that flew me to 

Springfield. Her very words to them…I bet you are surprised to see him 

walking in four days after his serious stroke. They both replied we sure 

am. Then we spent that night in Audreys hotel room and she made our 

flight arrangement to come home the next day. I don’t know whether 

I’m living my last life in my 9th or not! Only Jesus knows when he is 

ready for me in Heaven! Isn’t Jesus wonderful to his Followers and 

Believers?  

 

In my life history you may be asking yourself, Self, how can he actually 

live with himself after taking 5 known human lives and most likely 

more in his battles? My answer to you is Jesus’ own words to me and 

you in John 19:10-11.  

 

I will provide for you both verses of these two verses in the MSG 

(Message) translation at Jesus’ trial before the Roman Governor Pilate: 

Pilate Speaking to Jesus: 

John 19:10 The Message (MSG) 
10 Pilate said, “You won’t talk? Don’t you know that I have the authority 

to pardon you, and the authority to—crucify you?” 

Jesus finally broke his silence in this Verse: 

John 19:11 The Message (MSG) 
11 Jesus said, “You haven’t a shred of authority over me except what 

has been given you from heaven. That’s why the one who betrayed me 

to you has committed a far greater fault. (Meaning his own people, the 

Jewish Sanhedrin, the Jewish Government, for they screamed “Crucify 

Him or we will report you to your Roman Emperor” To Pilate. 
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I was only a hand attached to our Governments Arm. I knew that I 

sinned against Jesus and our Father God. I also prayed in silence after 

each and every occurrence for Jesus’ forgiveness of every sin that I 

committed! 

Now only the WHAT IF? enters my mid! What if I was fishing alone with 

only me, myself and I also what if I were standing as I normally do and 

tumbled into the lake if I were alone and in the same Comatose 

condition and of course not wearing my Life Jacket while fishing.  

I learned two lessons from this ordeal. 1) I put on my life preserver as 

soon as I fire my main engine to back off the boat trailer on all of the 

different boat ramps plus I always have my main engine kill switch 

lanyard attached to my life jacket and I DO NOT PULL IT off until after 

I gun my main engine to drive it onto its boat trailer at the boat ramp 

at the end of my fishing day! Therefore, and so ended my 8th Life on 

this good Earth!  

 

Now I am presently living in my 9th Life…… 

Like a Cat with 9 lives, neither of us knows when our last heart beat 

will occur and that’s a fact of life in itself. What if all humans knew the 

exact date, hour, minute and second of their last heartbeat would they 

still wait until 5 minutes before their final moment to repent of their 

SINS to Jesus for his forgiveness because ALL humans are natural 

sinners.  

Like all of my previous lives that Jesus has granted me before my 

present time. Jesus has yet to call me to be with him in paradise 

(heaven). It is not for me to know when my final heart beat will occur 

so I therefore poured out my sins to Jesus 58 years almost to this 

same date in June of 1962. Jesus said that if we are ashamed of him 

now in our present time he will likewise be ashamed to know us at our 

final judgement before his Father God Yahweh and himself being our 

final judge and our sentience’s of either Heaven or Satan’s Hell!        
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Our one and only mini reunion in approx. the mid 70s……………………… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is so painful for me to view this photo of our mini reunion with all of 

these N.C., S.C., Wy, MD and VA. Vietnam War brothers of mine. There 

has been at least 4 of them that I know have passed since our Nam 

days, Walker, Talton, Dudley and Teal. There may have been even 

more of them that have passed since Nam. The date is questionable 

when we met because our photo wasn’t time stamped back then.  

There were 19 of us present at Tommy Routh’s invitation to attend in 

Franklin N.C. There were a few more that didn’t show .eg Charlie 

Steinmetz, Freddie Bromell and so on. We had watched after each 

other for the most part of 2 years together. Oh the stories that I could 

tell you about these boys and their sweethearts that they left behind. 

Also, we shared all of our goodies from home with each other and we 

were on first name basis with their family members even though we 

never had the opportunity to meet them! I will attempt to name them 

as many as possible: Standing L to R Tommy Routh, ??, Rose, Me, 
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Leroy Teal, Benny Beaver, Larry Orr, Billy Kidd, Allen Calicutt,  

Knealing L to R Kurt Nagl, Lionel Dudley, ??, ??, ?? Sitting L to R 

Pickett, Steen, Wylie, George Talton and finally Rex Walker. Finally the 

ratio of all Nam Vets was 10:1 to support each infantryman. If it hadn’t 

been for all of our support personnel none of us most likely would not 

have survived our ordeal!         

 

 

My Epilog or Summary……  

I’m Using These Bible Scriptures for my Epilog for my preceding 

writings. The scriptures come from Ecclesiastes Chapter 3 in my 

favorite Biblical translation, “The Message” (Msg): 

There’s a Right Time for Everything 

3 There’s an opportune time to do things, a right time for everything on 

the earth: 

2-8 A right time for birth and another for death, 

A right time to plant and another to reap, 

A right time to kill and another to heal, 

A right time to destroy and another to construct, 

A right time to cry and another to laugh, 

A right time to lament and another to cheer, 

A right time to make love and another to abstain, 

A right time to embrace and another to part, 

A right time to search and another to count your losses, 

A right time to hold on and another to let go, 

A right time to rip out and another to mend, 

A right time to shut up and another to speak up, 

A right time to love and another to hate, 

A right time to wage war and another to make peace. 

9-13 But in the end, does it really make a difference what anyone does? 

I’ve had a good look at what God has given us to do—busywork, 

mostly. True, God made everything beautiful in itself and in its time—
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but he’s left us in the dark, so we can never know what God is up to, 

whether he’s coming or going. I’ve decided that there’s nothing better 

to do than go ahead and have a good time and get the most we can out 

of life. That’s it—eat, drink, and make the most of your job. It’s God’s 

gift. 

14 I’ve also concluded that whatever God does, that’s the way it’s going 

to be, always. no addition, no subtraction. God’s done it and that’s it. 

That’s so we’ll quit asking questions and simply worship in holy fear. 

15 Whatever was, is. 

Whatever will be, is. 

That’s how it always is with God. 

God’s Testing Us 

16-18 I took another good look at what’s going on: The very place of 

judgment—corrupt! The place of righteousness—corrupt! I said to 

myself, “God will judge righteous and wicked.” There’s a right time for 

everything, every deed—and there’s no getting around it. I said to 

myself regarding the human race, “God’s testing the lot of us, showing 

us up as nothing but animals.” 

19-22 Humans and animals come to the same end—humans die, animals 

die. We all breathe the same air. So, there’s really no advantage in 

being human. None. Everything’s smoke. We all end up in the same 

place—we all came from dust; we all end up as dust. Nobody knows for 

sure that the human spirit rises to heaven or that the animal spirit 

sinks into the earth. So, I made up my mind that there’s nothing better 

for us men and women than to have a good time in whatever we do—

that’s our lot. Who knows if there’s anything else to life? 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                  


